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THE ASCENDED MASTERS WRITE THE BOOK OF LIFE 

Existence of GOD, "In the beginning was GOD." And 
GOD said, "LET THERE BE LIGHT; and THERE 
WAS LIGHT!" Genesis 1:3. 

Is there an individual upon Earth today who has not at some time 
in his life asked the question - "Where did I come from," "Why am I 
here" and "Where am I going?" It would appear very strange if you 
were to see an individual gathering various things together to take a 
trip, start out in his car and travel for some time over a very rough 
highway, and yet when you asked him WHY he was doing it, WHERE 
he had come from, and WHERE he was going, he would reply he did 
not know, in fact had never thought about it! And yet that is the 
situation that most people find themselves in today. 

It is possible to find out where you came from - to know your 
reason for being - and to know what your ultimate goal is - that is the 
reason why the instruction in the publication of "The Bridge to 
Freedom" is given to mankind at this time. 

"A Bridge," says Webster, "makes a Way over anything that 
hinders" - for those who choose to use it. No man would choose to 
breast the cold torrent rather than walk in safety across a kind and 
thoughtfully constructed Span. Sincere men and women all over our 
Earth today are seeking a "way over" the world appearances of war, 
famine, disease, poverty, ignorance and limitation into a World of 
Peace, Health, Opulence, Enlightenment and Freedom; a Way by 
which not only they, but all men might enjoy the permanent Golden 
~c (the Promised Land spoken of in prophesy since Biblical Days). A 

Way by which they, and all men, might contact the Will of God and 
iuu-Iligently cooperate with It, to expand the Borders of His Kingdom. 

Spiritual Teachers have been sent out by the Father to the farthest 
1 m ners of His Kingdom and the great men and women who have toiled 
to build such bridges, over which the consciousnesses of men and 
women have passed to find greater Peace and Understanding, have 
lx-corne Immortal in the memories of the human race. It is now The 
Father's Will that His children know not only the one small "span" 
provided in their vicinity but tread the spans of other Faiths and other 
( :reeds and in the widened consciousness and tolerance that such study 
will bring, learn that Universal Brotherhood and Universal Faith is not 
only possible but attainable within the tenets of their own credo. 
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All World Religions and all the Fields of Spiritual Exploration that 
have risen on the tide of the New Age have been inspired by the 
Ascended Masters of Wisdom, Who stood behind these activities and 
thru Their organizations endeavor to pour the vitalizing force which is 
the redemption of the race. It is regrettable, however, that men so often 
refuse to allow the Sun to shine thru any but THEIR OWN WIN 
DOWS (consciousness)! 

Those schools of thought which claim to be the SOLE 
repository of the Teachings of the Masters of Wisdom, make statements 
which time and circumstance will fail to substantiate; for They (the 
Ascended Masters) have Their disciples and Their followers EV 
ERYWHERE and work thru many bodies and many aspects of Truth. 
It might be wise to look for these facts and to cultivate the ability to 
recognize TRUTH in the most unlikely places and groups. 

In 1952, in view of the acceleration of the coming NEW AGE, 
THE BRIDGE TO FREEDOM came forth with the purpose of uniting 
members of all schools of thought and faiths, who need not necessarily 
leave their respective organizations in points of dogma or principle but 
in a CO-ORDINATED AND COOPERATIVE ACTION in self de 
velopment and world service along the line common to all, create a 
more united and powerful force for the good of the individual and the 
whole human race, such as directed synchronized daily prayers, co 
operative visualizations and meditations not only for the protection of 
America, but for the whole world. 

"Perfect Love," says St. John, "casteth out fear." When we fear to 
examine or contemplate another aspect of Truth, we are not assured in 
our own convictions. Thus, in Love, let us enter the World of our 
Brother and, in Love, invite him to enter ours .... "Prove all things, 
hold fast to what is good" - said Paul to the Thessalonians. 

World Brotherhood, as sponsored by "The Bridge to Freedom" 
and all its many publications does not constitute the leveling of all men 
to the sub-standards of the lowest strata of human kind, but rather the 
conscious raising, thru education and competent guidance, of the entire 
race thru the individual, to the highest standards of moral, ethical, 
economical and spiritual maturity. 

THE BRIDGE comes to you as a Messenger of Peace, a Harbinger 
of Hope, a Span over which your outer consciousness may walk in 
safety into the presence of the Great White Brotherhood, share in Their 

plans and endeavors on behalf of mankind, and consciously avail 
yourself of the radiation and blessing which such knowledge and 
association will bring. 

Despite all claims to the contrary, you are asked to examine the 
fibers that are woven into the strands of Its Policy, and in HONEST 
UNBIASED INDIVIDUAL JUDGMENT ask yourself what agency is 
presently giving, or has previously offered information of this nature, 
with Its attendant individual blessing, Its spiritual value, in uniting the 
energies of the race with the Great White Brotherhood in this hour 
WITHOUT COMMERCIALIZING the credulous, IDEALIZING any 
personality, or FORBIDDING individual freedom of conscience and 
action within the natural confines of moral and ethical purity. 

THE PLATFORM OF THIS INSTRUCTION. 

FREEDOM for every lifestream to develop and unfold its talents 
and UTILIZE THOSE TALENTS for the good of Life! 

JUSTICE for every soul who has put his shoulder to the wheel, no 
matter what flaws of personal character have dimmed the full mani 
festation of service. 

UNITY of the Members of the Spiritual Great White Brotherhood, 
thru co-ordinated, directed rhythmic universal instructions on the 
Cosmic Law and the requirements of the hour. 

LOVE AND TOLERANCE for all Life, which bind together 
rather than divide the peoples of Earth, the conscious students on the 
path and those leaders who are big enough to admit that the Sun 
cannot limit Its shining to but one sunbeam! 

TRUTH unveiled so that all who apply to the Cosmic Fount may 
be filled and none turned away in bitterness and emptiness. 

PEACE which comes from Liberty of conscience and action within 
the reasonable confines of honor and ethical purity. 

ACTION thru co-ordinated, directed, systematically distributed 
instructions in the Cause of World Good! 

00000000000000 

IN THE BEGINNING, GOD . 

The purpose of" The Bridge to Freedom" is to bring to the 
uttcntion of mankind the immortal, eternal TRUTH THAT 
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GOD IS - THAT GOD IS ALL THERE IS - ALL IN ALL - 
EVERYWHERE PRESENT. Its further purpose is to bring to its 
gentle readers a simple practical Way of Life, a way and means 
by which each one individually, as well as those who wish to 
harmoniously serve together collectively, may lovingly and easily 
co-operate with God to outpicture in daily living the KINGDOM 
OF HEAVEN which lives within the God-Life which beats every 
physical heart. ("The Kingdom of Heaven is WITHIN YOU"' - 
Jesus)! 

The word "GOD"' as we use it today, was originally spelled 
with a double "O"' as in Good, and that is exactly what God is; 
the Being, Substance, Consciousness, Intelligence, and Activity 
of GOOD - EVERYWHERE PRESENT! 

And God said "LET THERE BE LIGHT"' - Genesis 1:3. 
Then creation took place and from that obedient, self-luminous 
intelligent primal Light-Substance, which fills all space, came 
everything there is - ··AND IT WAS GOOD''! Genesis 1: 4 

The Light-Substance created by God was obedient and took 
on the form or quality of whatever God thought, felt or spoke. 
God, the Owner and Giver of ALL LIFE, so far as our Galaxy is 
concerned, is called the Great Central Sun. It is the Sun behind 
our physical Sun, and is the Source of ALL LIFE and ALL 
THINGS in the entire Galaxy. Our Galaxy is composed of the 
Great Central Sun and Its Directors, Alpha and Omega, seven 
physical Suns with seven planets each of which our Earth is a 
planet in one System. 

Now, it should be no more difficult to accept a God-Mother 
and God-Father than it is that every human being has a Mother 
as well as a Father, and as above, so below. The God-Mother and 
God-Father - OUR GOD SO FAR AS THE EARTH AND THE 
SYSTEM TO WHICH IT BELONGS IS CONCERNED - are 
two Divine Beings (known as HELIOS and VESTA) who dwell 
within our wonderful glorious physical Sun. These two Beings 
give LIFE to everything, not only on our Earth but for all the 
planets of the system to which our Earth belongs. 

The God-Father and God-Mother (Beloved HELIOS and 
VEST A) applied to the Great First Cause ( the Source of all 
Creation) ... The Great Central Sun, for the opportunity to 

create a system of planets and people them with individual 
consciousnesses. Those Great Beings were then required by 
Cosmic Law to prove that They could sustain a radiation of 
energy sufficient to maintain Life, Motion and Light upon a 
planetary system. They passed this initiation successfully and 
were then vested by the Great Central Sun with the authority 
and power to create a Universe. 

When Beloved Helios and Vesta were crowned with the 
authority to create a Universe, like all loving parents, They 
designed within Their thought and feelings the size of these 
planets, their location, the number of lifestreams that would 
abide upon each one, and as human beings would plan a home, 
They pictured and held that image in Their Minds and Feelings. 
They expanded out from the heart center of Their Being a great 
sphere of influence. The periphery of that sphere of influence 
was the boundary of the Universe within which the planets, the 
stars and all belonging to that Universe would abide. In the Fiat 
of "LET THERE BE LIGHT," Helios and Vesta spun out of 
Their very Selves that universal substance (LIGHT) out of which 
the Elohim created the planets, and from whence has come into 
being ALL FORM. 

THE COSMIC SILENT WATCHER 

When the design was completed, a mighty, majestic Being was 
summoned from out of the Great Silence, known as the Cosmic Silent 
Watcher of this Universe. Into Her consciousness was placed the design 
of all the planets that were to belong to the system. This great Being 
absorbed the plan of the God-Parents and accepted the responsibility of 
holding the IMMACULATE CONCEPT for each planet until such 
time as Helios and Vesta would designate the Cosmic Moment when 
that particular planet was to be externalized. 

THE PLANETARY SILENT WATCHER 

In due time another Great Being was summoned called the 
l'LANETARY SILENT WATCHER Who received into Her keeping 
from the Cosmic Silent Watcher the plan for the new planet Earth, 
accepting in turn the responsibility of holding the Immaculate Concept 
for the Earth until the Divine Plan is fulfilled to the last detail. The 
Cn•at Cosmic Silent Watcher holds the seven planets of this System 
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within Her Heart while the individual Planetary Silent Watcher holds 
but one planet. 

The Planetary Silent Watcher took the responsibility for holding 
the Immaculate Concept for the Earth, with Her rivers, oceans, the 
great mountains, and the vast plains, making available to the Seven 
Mighty Elohim and Builders of Form that pattern, which They then 
wove out of the Universal Light-Body of Helios and Vesta. 

The first activity of the Planetary Silent Watcher is to expand Her 
Causal Body, which becomes the cradle in which the Planet will rest, 
and the Seven Great Spheres, (with which you are to become ac 
quainted) are the seven bands of color of the Causal Body of the 
Planetary Silent Watcher into which the Great Guardian Spirits, the 
Great Cosmic Angels and Devas came, creating the Seven Heavenly 
Realms of consciousness for the evolutions that were to occupy the 
planet. 

Out of the very substance and energy of the colors of the Causal 
Body of the Planetary Silent Watcher is woven the Temples, the very 
Atmosphere of those Inner Spheres. Out of the substance of that Body 
is woven the elements for your Earth. Out of the substance of Her 
Causal Body is woven the garments (the SEVEN VEHICLES WHICH 
EVERY LI FEST REAM WEARS.) 

Mankind has no concept of the fidelity, consecration and sacrifice 
of a Being Who chooses to hold the Divine Pattern and Plan as a Silent 
Watcher for a planet for millions of years beyond the time originally 
scheduled for its perfection. This Great Being is a prisoner of Love. 
This great, blessed Silent Watcher for our Earth has held the pattern as 
designed in the Heart of Helios and Vesta and the pattern for EVERY 
LIFESTREAM destined to manifest God Perfection and has held for 
YOU, as well as those who have used the Earth as a schoolroom in the 
past and those who are to use it in the future, the unwavering pattern 
which is the God Design that all must one day externalize! 

At last the Cosmic Moment for the birth of the planet Earth had 
arrived. The Silent Watcher of the Earth stood in readiness and then 
the Seven Mighty Elohim - the Cosmic Builders of Form - were 
summoned. 

THE SEVEN MIGHTY ELOHIM 

The Seven Elohim answered the call of Helios and Vesta and 
standing around the Planetary Silent Watcher studied intently the plan 

held within Her Consciousness for the sweet Earth, which it was Their 
joy, service and opportunity to bring into form. Their first activity in 
this direction was the projection of the Mighty Light Rays from Their 
combined Consciousness which formed the matrix of the new planet. 
When this was done, They in turn summoned the Directors of the 
Forces of the Elements and the lesser Builders of Form, the Angel 
Devas and the Elemental Spirits. These Beings magnetized the Elec 
tronic Light Substance, filling in and fashioning the planet according to 
the instructions given Them by the Elohim. As builders return to the 
blueprint of the architect, so did the Elohim return again and again to 
the study of the Light-Pattern held in the consciousness of the Silent 
Watcher. 

DIRECTORS OF THE GREAT FORCES OF NATURE 

The Elohim invoked the Directors of the Forces of Nature, the 
majestic Virgo (Earth) the Mighty Neptune (Water) and the Beloved 
Aries (Air) Who joyfully answered the summons, grateful for the 
opportunity of contributing the gifts of Their respective elements 
( earth, water, air) for the comfort and well being of the newly born 
Earth and Its future inhabitants. Helios and Vesta Themselves pro 
vided the element of Fire. 

After this came the invocation to the Spirit of Spring, the Beloved 
Amaryllis, to come and set up the rhythm of the Spring in blossom, 
flower and beauty of Nature. This beautiful Being came in answer to 
the call, bringing with Her legions of Angelic and Elemental Helpers. 
Their combined energies clothed the sweet Earth in such beauty and 
gladness that She looked like a beautiful dryad wearing a wreath of 
flowers upon Her head waiting to welcome the Spirits who were to 
make Her their home. 

Nine hundred consecutive rhythms of Springtime came and went 
to make the Earth more and more beautiful - the lakes, the great rivers, 
the giant waterfalls, the crystal seas; the mountains pointing their 
Iingers towa:rd God, and the Immortal Three-Fold Flame of God 
pulsating from within Earth's Center, that Great Eternal Sun of Even 
Pressure! Think ye not that the mankind about to receive this Planet as 
t lu-ir individual dwelling place were destined for some great purpose! 

The Elementals wove the smallest and daintiest of flowers; the 
1-(rt·at Devas unfolded the leaves on the trees; the mighty Spirits of the 
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Air active and working in Their Own element; all nature working 
together harmoniously to the rhythmic music of creation! 

While all this activity was going on, the great Elohim and the 
lesser Builders of Form, the Angel Devas and the members of the 
Elemental Kingdom were creating and beautifying the planet, Helios 
and Vesta were drawing from the Great Central Sun the Spirit Sparks 
(individual lifestreams) who were to be the beneficiaries of all this 
preparation and love. These rested within the bosom of Vesta until the 
God-Parents were ready for the projection of the White Fire Beings and 
the Electronic Bodies which became the garments of these Spirits. 

--- The great Elemental Kingdom which has chosen to create your 
rivers, your valleys, your hills and all the glories that are nature, is 
localized, for the most part and held within a natural orbit. Some of 
them, the small and dainty ones, never pass outside of the sphere of a 
few small yards, living their lives, developing the grasses and the 
flowers in someone's sweet garden. Others, the larger ones, perhaps, 
live their lives within a mountain or a lake, but they are all localized 
and do not travel. Particularly, since mankind, through discord, has 
created antagonism between the two kingdoms, has the Cosmic Law 
more and more powerfully stressed the Law that these beings be 
leashed within these local spheres lest they all rush away from the great 
cities where discord, impurity, and imperfection drive against their fine 
bodies - yet mankind would find that without the assistance of the 
Elemental Kingdom, life itself could no longer be sustained. But when 
Love, consciously generated, is released through a corporate body of 
unascended beings, even the Cosmic Law Itself bends Its Head and 
there is no sphere from whence those beings cannot be drawn for the 
blessings of love. 

Mankind, for the most part, does not even know that the members 
of the Elemental Kingdom have being and they know not that they 
(mankind) live by the sacrifice of this great unseen kingdom, the 
members of which work unceasingly by day and night to keep the 
pollution of the effluvia of mankind from smothering them even to the 
point where the breath could not be drawn into the nostrils or sustained 
within the form. Would there were individuals or groups interested in 
blessing this kingdom - in making friends with the Kingdom of 
Nature. You must remember that they are of an innocent con 
sciousness, like small children for the most part, and they desire always 
to render a balance for love. I would humbly suggest that within the 

activity of your classwork, there are no heights to which you cannot 
reach in invoking the assistance of the Elemental Kingdom in bal 
ancing these extremes that are manifesting at the present time through 
weather conditions. If on every continent, even one such group could 
be established with the motive of just loving them - and not for the 
service they might render, We could handle the balancing of their 
activities which otherwise result in cataclysmic forces released--- 

And so One Cosmic Day, the work of creation was completed, and 
the Seven Elohim signified to the God-Parents (our physical Sun) that 
the planet Earth was ready for habitation! 

In the creation of the Planet, the Elohim projected. Their mighty 
convex Rays which united as a pair of fire tongs at the end of their 
manifestation, and created a sort of womb or vortex, in which the 
electronic substance of the Universal Light was attracted to form the 
body of the Planet. 

The Masculine Ray concentrated in the region of what we have 
today as the Himalaya Mountains, and is guarded by the Great Cosmic 
Being, Lord Himalaya, while the Feminine Ray concentrated in the 
Andes Range of South America, close to Lake Titicaca, and is guarded 
by the other Cosmic Being, God Meru, Manu of the Sixth Ray. 

Till recently, as a spiritual urging for humanity, the Masculine Ray 
was the most sustaining and the most active. But recently, a new trend 
and direction took place and the Great Feminine Ray began to make 
Itself more conspicuous and assertive. The first impulse on this di- 
rection started on August 16, 1952. · 

The centre of the Earth is under the direction of an Intelligent 
Being. The Heart of the Planet Earth is Light. This Light passes from 
the Heart through the body of the Earth to the surface in exactly the 
same manner as the Light that sustains the human body passes to the 
various extremities and sustains the life of the vehicle. The Great Earth 
Elemental sends forth this pulsation, which is under My direction as 
well as that of Beloved Virgo and Pelleur, the pressure that brings forth 
all tire plant life - all the crops, flowers and trees which make it 
possible for the physical bodies of the human race to survive. Where 
the pressure of Light is most intense, it raises the very crust of the Earth 
and forms your mountains, hills and high places. The Divine Design of 
this Planet, and all others, requires that at certain points, concentrated 
I .ight must be sustained to hold the balance of the Planet on its Axis, 
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just as you put supports to hold a ceiling of a structure. They are the 
Cosmic "pins," so to speak, that keep the Earth in its place in the 
Universe. They are the wings that keep it from toppling. 

These points of Light form the great mountain ranges, and 
because of the intensity of the Light at those places, which are 
geometrically located, it is easier for individuals, seeking illumination, 
to achieve it where that natural concentration accelerates their Flame. 
That is why, within the Himalayan Mountains, and the other high 
ranges, the Holy Men and Women are able to attain their goal more 
easily. This is the natural activity provided by the Interstellar In 
telligence, governing the Universe. 

There are, also, created mountains, like the Hill of Tara, where 
individuals consciously draw the Light - not only from above, but 
beneath the surface of the Earth, until the gradual raising of the ground 
formed what, to all appearances, was a natural manifestation of erosion, 
etc. It is a scientific fact that Mount Everest, since 1892, has grown 
toward the sky, and this growth is due to the concentrated invocations 
of many, many llfestreams hidden within the caves of that Holy 
Mountain. 

---Often people have referred to Me, the Spirit of Spring, as 
dancing over the flowers and the grass with a wreath of flowers in My 
hair, touching here and there a bush, a flower, a shrub, a tree and sort 
of flitting about in an ineffectual but perhaps graceful manner. 

---Beloved ones, as the Spirit of Springtime, let Me remind you 
that for nine hundred years before the first Great Root Manu brought 
the "Holy Innocents" to the Earth, I experimented with the de 
velopment of the most beautiful possible foliage, flower, bird-life, 
grass, sea, air - until when the Earth was ready to be inhabited - She 
had a magnificent garment and was so like unto Heaven's Kingdom 
that the first individuals who came forth from the Heart of God hardly 
knew the difference between the Heavenly Realms and the Earth. That 
was many millions of years ago, so there is a little bit of constancy and 
positive energy in that Service which I render. 

I thank you for your thoughts of the Springtime. I shall create 
again with the help of the elementals and Our Lord Maha Chohan such 
a magnificent perfection on this Earth for Our Beloved Ascended 
Master Saint Germain as the crowning gift to His Golden Age before I 
take My departure to another Star---." 

WHITE FIRE BEINGS AND THE INDIVIDUAL 
"I AM" PRESENCE 

While the Great Seven Mighty Elohim were drawing the Divine 
Pattern for the Earth from the Heart of the Planetary Silent Watcher 
and the Builders of Form, and the Elemental Kingdom were preparing 
it in such beauty and perfection, the God-Parents (beloved Helios and 
Vesta) were drawing from the Great Central Sun the Spirit Sparks who 
were to be the beneficiaries of all this preparation and love. These 
Spirit Sparks rested within the Heart of Helios and Vesta until the 
God- Parents were ready for the projection of the White Fire Bodies, 
from Whom in tum Electronic Bodies, which were to be the garments 
of these Spirits were projected. 

Helios and Vesta fashioned out of the Electronic Light-Substance 
these beautiful Shining Bodies which are called White Fire Beings. 
These were created in the Form and Design of the God-Parents - 
Genesis 1:27 - the Mighty Light Rays from within Their Hearts 
converging and forming individual foci of the Immortal Three-Fold 
Flame of God which would be a magnet for the Universal Light 
Substance. When this was accomplished, the Spirit Sparks (Three- Fold 
Flame) was transferred from the Heart of Beloved Helios and Vesta 
into the Flame within the heart of the Shining Body prepared for it 
(White Fire Being). Thus, each Spirit Spark became conscious of his 
own individual identity, and thru the magic words "I AM" found 
himself a living, breathing Intelligence vested with LIFE, Opportunity 
and Free Will, the pathway thru the entire universe lying open before 
him to make of it what he shall choose. 

When you, and each one of mankind, were first breathed out from 
the Hearts of the God- Parents, you had an awareness and realization of 
Identity. You felt and thought "I AM." You found yourselves as 
Beings, self-conscious Beings and in every fibre and cell of your 
Presence you realized "I AM'' Being! As you served in that innocence, 
sharing the consciousness of your Parents, you knew that Primal Life 
was yours to use as you chose. You were the Holy Innocents, and Primal 
Life, exquisite, irridescent, flowing into the Immortal Three-Fold 
Flame in your heart became in possession of your selfhood. In this 
innocence you abided, and out of Primal Life you began to create 
according to that which you saw around you. 

You lived in a realm close to the Bosom of the Eternal, where there 
were no forms that were not exquisite. All was shining magnificence. 
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This consciousness of thought began to picture what it saw and you 
began to create like that which was around you (timidly at first, little 
tiny Cherubic forms, small Temples). Your feelings enjoying the 
individualization and power of creation, filling those tiny forms, they 
began to flow out from you into your aura and into the sphere in which 
you dwelt. You experienced the joy of individual creation, choosing 
thru free will what you would design out of this Intelligent 
Light-Substance. 

When the God-Parents took the responsibility for evolving a race 
upon the planets of our universe and had drawn forth the billions of 
Spirit Sparks from the Great Central Sun of our System, They gave to 
you, and each one - individuality - moulding each Divine Archetype, 
the White Fire Beings and then the Electronic Presences, after Their 
Own Image and Likeness and each such beautiful Presence became the 
ONLY BEGOTTEN SON! 

Some of these Divine Presences divided and became two perfected 
"I AM'' Presences and then sent out a portion of Themselves into the 
world of form in order to expand Their Own Divine Nature and to 
widen the borders of the Father's Kingdom, The PERSONALITIES 
which form the inhabitants of the Earth today, encase the projected 
Selves of these Divine "I AM" Presences ( the Holy Christ Selves), The 
personalities have, unfortunately, forgotten their God Purpose and God 
Identity. 

The purpose of the creation as well as the substance of any system 
of worlds is to allow each "I AM" Presence called forth from the 
Universal Heart of God, to unfold a Spiritual Nature (the Holy Spirit) 
and become Master of energy and vibration thru the conscious control 
and use of his own creative faculties of thought and feeling. 

Thus each Individualized God Presence is truly the Son or Daugh 
ter of God and Heir to all that the Father hath, with free will to create 
thru thought and feeling the beauty and perfection of the Father. The 
Individualized God Presence contains within Itself all the Light, Love, 
Wisdom, Power, Beauty, Opulence, Purity, Harmony and God Qual 
ities of the Father. 

"AND GOD CREATED MAN IN HIS OWN IMAGE." 

For every Individualized "I AM" Presence, which accepted the 
responsibility of passing through the Seven Spheres and, eventually, 

descend into the world of form, there were at least one dozen or more 
who preferred to return to the Universal which was pleasant, rather 
than assume the responsibility involved in the Individualization." 

On the other hand, others, using free will, refused to be divided 
into two "I AM" Presences, and preferred to remain one, going 
through the Seven Spheres single. 

The Great Divine Director, referring to the words "I AM," said 
that these words are not of recent human invention, as some may think, 
but have come down to present time from the beginning of man's 
coming to Earth. Proof of that, He said, is found in the archives of the 
Royal Teton where the records of all past civilizations have been kept, 
exactly as they were originally written in their respective language, and 
the words "I AM" are found there as they are in use today. He added 
that these two words are the Power of God. 

Beloved Maha Chohan says: 

---As you have been told, each one's Presence dwells in a sphere of 
activity determined by the amount of Light that It draws forth and 
dispenses. The demand is the motivating power behind the supply; so if 
the four outer vehicles (representing the outer consciousness) have so 
engaged themselves through the centuries, that, through prayer, 
good-works, and invocation, they have demanded the release of Light 
from the Presence to sustain their endeavors, then this Light has grown 
in intensity by reason of the demand of the outer self---. 

When the outer self has completely absorbed and put into practice 
all the perfection in which the "I AM'' Presence functions, the Cosmic 
Law rushes that "I AM'' Presence to a Higher Sphere, preparatory to 
the new demands made by the outer self. You can see, then - that the 
"I AM'' Presence advances according to the inner prayerful devotions 
made upon it by the human self, and that this glorious, patient, 
ever-listening· ONE is most eager for the cooperation of the outer 
self---. 

The more evolved the personal self, the higher is that one's "I 
AM'' Presence in the Octave of Perfection, and by reason thereof, does 
it draw more of the substance of the Higher Levels, through the 
Electronic Light into the Holy Christ Self within the human heart=-. 
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EXISTENCE OF DIVINE BEINGS 

When the Sun of a System takes the Cosmic Initiation and is 
vested with the Power to create a Universe, three evolutionary in 
telligences are given an opportunity to develop and mature, the 
Angelic, the human and the Elemental. 

The Elemental Kingdom works upward from the tiniest in 
telligence (so small that millions of them would not take up a quarter of 
an inch of space) into the Builders of Form who help to create bodies 
for mankind; then into Nature Devas Who create mountains and cities 
and Who later become Elohim, and finally may grow to be Silent 
Watchers of a planet, a universe or a galaxy. 

The Elohim are the great Builders of Form. They have constant 
reference to the design held within the consciousness of the Silent 
Watcher of each planet, lowering into form and building around the 
Rays which act as the cradles for the planets, the necessary elemental 
substance. 

The Elemental Kingdom, acting under the direction of the be 
loved Virgo (gnomes), Neptune (undines), Aries (sylphs) and Helios 
and Vesta (salamanders) first created the planet in habitable form. 
Then came the Angelic Host before any human being set foot upon the 
Earth. The nature of the Angel's evolution is .very beautiful. 

Those Intelligences within the Central Sun who form the Children 
of the Central Sun are known as the Archangels. They are already in 
complete possession of the God Power of the Father-Mother of the 
Galaxy and They live to radiate the Light that fills the system and forms 
the effulgent atmosphere of God's Heart. 

When a lesser Sun takes on the responsibility of creating a 
system within that galaxy, Seven of the Archangels with Their 
Divine Complements go forth to become the Guardian Presences 
of all the Angelic Beings, mankind and the Elementals who will 
comprise the evolution of that Sun and Its planets. Archangel 
Michael came forth with our present Sun (Helios and Vesta), 
together with six other Archangels - Beloved Jophiel, Chamuel, 
Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel and Zadkiel who form the guard, not 
only for the Earth but the physical Sun and the other six planets 
of this System, and the Seven Inner Spheres which form the 
Heavens for this Earth. 

The Archangels are voluntary exiles from the Heart and 
Bosom of God. They live but to LOVE and They know no 
unkindness. When the Angelic Host was called forth after the 
Elemental Kingdom, Their service was to create a canopy of 
harmonious radiation, which is the emanation and radiation of 
Their Own Life and Light, over the lifestreams of the human 
race who were to embody upon the planet. 

With the Archangels came countless legions of Angelic 
Beings Whose purpose in Being is to fulfill the Archangels' Will, 
which is ONE with the Will of the Father-Mother (God). The 
activity of the Archangels is diversified in the extreme, covering 
the fields of protection, illumination, love, perfection, con 
secration, ministration and invocation. 

The great Angelic Kingdom came to our Earth primarily as 
Protectors, as amplifiers of the Virtues of God. They came to 
bring within Their Shining Bodies the remembrance of these 
God-Qualities from the Heart of the Eternal. They stand yet 
within the auras of men and women who are enmeshed in their 
own human creations and, thru the power of radiation, help 
them to continue to place one foot before the other, moving 
onward and upward until more help can be given. 

The Angels evolve primarily thru control of radiation (qual 
ified feelings of good). They learn thru the control of energy to 
become Cherubim, Seraphim, Archangels and finally Great 
Beings Who guard and protect planets, galaxies and large 
systems of worlds. 

The Realm of the Seraphim is a Realm of Power and the 
Beings known as the Seraphic Guard are of tremendous stature 
and the most concentrated strength and determination. 

They are Great Beings from six to fourteen feet in height. 
They are the Guardians of Spiritual forces and are always active 
with the Elohim in the building of planets and spiritual centers 
on various globes. They are both masculine and feminine and 
They are impersonal in Their concentrated Powers of protection. 
They move in groups of seven, which is always the number 
denoting creation and of each seven Seraphim, one is the Leader 
Who moves in the foreground with the Three Pairs spread out in 
the shape of a V behind Him. When the Seraphim move thru the 
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heavens or the Earth's sphere, They emit a White Light and 
many a falling star and shooting comet that has been recorded by 
science is but the speedy progress of a group of Seraphim thru 
the upper atmosphere. 

The Goddess of Liberty: 

At the time when the Sun of our system chose to create a 
Universe, twelve Great Beings volunteered to embody the 
Twelve-fold Nature of the Sun God and to become foci of the 
mighty virtues in the Electronic Belt around the Sun. I was One 
of Those. Our relationship to the Sun is to specialize in mag 
netizing, concentrating, and radiating one of the particular God 
Virtues. All Twelve Virtues are embodied within the con 
sciousness and nature of Helios and Vesta. That virtue which I 
have chosen to magnetize, to concentrate and to direct, is the 
Virtue of Liberty. 

The original Zodiac referred to these Twelve Cosmic Tem 
ples or houses from which each One of Us, Who represent the 
Twelve Virtues of the Godhead, direct Our blessings earthward. 
Our radiation pours fourth rays of Light into the Universe like 
those from the Sun itself. As the Planets circle the Sun in orderly 
sequence, the concentrated radiation and power of each one of 
the Twelve Virtues is intensified for a period of thirty or 
thirty-one days while the Planet is within the Temple of a 
particular concentrated ray. Knowledge of the true Zodiac has 
been distorted. The consciousness of mankind has created those 
symbols which are not true expressions of Our foci. I am One 
(the Virtue of Liberty) Who was fortunate enough to remain in 
the outer memory of mankind. During the month when the 
consciousness of mankind is focused upon Libra, the con 
sciousness, radiation and power of Liberty flows through the 
Earth and nourishes the Liberty Flame within the soul and inner 
self of all mankind. · 

As the Earth passes around the Sun in the course of the 
twelve months for every thirty-day period, one of the mighty 
virtues plays upon the Planet and through the inner bodies of her 
people. When the original Cosmic Zodiac again comes forth and 
the Law allows, those of you who are wise, giving attention to 
the outpouring of that Cosmic Virtue can, within yourselves, 

magnetize Liberty, Truth, or Purity within whatever House the 
Planet rests---. 

Beloved Mother Mary: 
---The radiation which is given to mankind, and even to 

students, is much ingraded. For instance, around the Beloved 
Sun Itself stand the twelve Great Beings Who represent the 
Virtues, the Nature of God---and They are Beings of tremendous 
power. It is Their great Privilege and honor to soften the 
radiation and the glorious splendor of the Sun God and Goddess, 
so that even the Angels, the Cherubim and the Seraphim can 
receive that radiation into Their Beings without being over 
whelmed by its presence. 

Then the Cherubic and Seraphic Beings, the Archangels, in 
turn, soften the radiation of that splendor, and carry it from 
sphere to sphere, onward on its outward course to the periphery 
of the Universe. We, the Hierarchy that stand around Sanat 
Kumara and represent the Guardians of mankind, again take into 
Our own bodies that blazing Light and temper it, according to 
Our own nature, and offer it to the chelas who have become the 
most highly developed consciousness incarnate. These chelas 
throughout the world, in turn, embody Our Nature, embody Our 
Light, share Our consciousness, Our plans and designs, and then 
carry them to those lower on the ladder of evolution. 

In this manner the great glory of the Godhead, the Divine 
Ideas, the exquisite perfection of the Eternal, is gradually 
expanded, and Its Light, as It passes from Sphere to Sphere, is 
clothed in the atmosphere thereof, in the bodies of the In 
telligences that dwell within it, and stepped down to a point 
where those in the sphere below may enjoy it without being 
overwhelmed by its presence. 

Every great evolutionary scheme has been carried to frui 
tion on the loving wings of Angelic Host, Devas, and Builders of 
Form. They are the invisible expression of The Fire of Creation, 
which moulds Substance and Light according to the directing 
intelligence of God Beings. 

The Great Angelic Hierarchy, from the time immemorial, 
has served mankind and God and fully three-fourths of all 
accomplishment has been due to Their kind ministration and 
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selfless service. Because They serve in Their entirety, without 
human will or desire, the nature of Their Being is obedience to 
Love. The greatest happiness and delight of Their hearts is to plunge 
into any progressive constructive endeavor and give all of Themselves 
toward its successful fruition. 

The Ascended Masters of Light and Wisdom Who have from time 
to time, guided the progress of the Planets and their people, are well 
aware of the glorious companionship, friendship, and priceless service 
of the Angelic Host, for no upward arc could be achieved without Their 
Presence. 

Due to the intensely materialistic state of consciousness mankind 
has adopted, they have become callous toward the Invisible Dwellers in 
the Angelic Kingdom, which state of affairs has made Their conscious 
cooperation with man more difficult. 

Through special dispensation, henceforth the Angelic Host shall 
become an active conscious part in mankind's worship, evolution and 
progress toward perfection. They are the Harbingers of Good and 
always precede Divine Manifestation as They did before the Birth of 
Jesus, and as They are now preceding the full unfoldment of the 
Golden Age. 

May I suggest that you train your consciousness to accept the 
Presence of the Angels in your homes, auras, Sanctuaries, and the lives 
of those who seem dear to you, - we honor the Angelic Host from the 
small thumb-nail fairy, to the Devas Who stand larger than the highest 
peak of the Andes---. If you had worked with mankind as long as We 
have, you would understand the gratitude We express toward the 
Angelic Host, Who live for Love, Who live to obey the slightest wish of 
Our hearts, and Who make Our tedious and strenuous service to 
mankind more easy by Their generous and constant attendance. 

The Brotherhood of Angels and men shall find expression on the 
Earth Plane and I would appreciate your accepting Their friendship 
deep in your feelings and hearts. By so doing, I can assure you - you 
will have powerful help in bringing into manifestation the secret God 
desires of your Holy Christ Self." 

The Maha Chohan 

When an Angelic Being has the conscious assistance of an in 
dividual on Earth, He utilizes the energies of his human companion as 

an open door through which to reach into the human consciousness of a 
race, a nation or a people. Although the intricacies of the procedure 
would be too involved for explanation here, in the future the com 
bination of an Angel and a member of the human race will do much to 
hasten in The Golden Age. Certain Angelic Beings, at present, are 
devoting all Their energies to the dissolution of the Inner core of the 
forces of evil who plan deliberately to arouse the emotions of un 
wakened mankind, at various points on Earth----. 

Archangel Michael 

Once, long ago - when She (Mother Mary) was a very small child 
and alone in that Great Temple, I took upon Myself the aspect of loving 
comfort to Her. Sometimes I would visit Her little room at night, before 
She slept, and entertain as well as instruct that little One by telling Her 
stories of Our Kingdom. Then I would sometimes bring to Her tiny 
Angels, directing them in rhythmic "drills" and other manifestations of 
beauty and grace, right there on the counterpane of Her bed. You know 
She was only three when She entered that Temple and during the time 
of Her stay there, I tried to banish some of Her loneliness and make a 
little happiness for Her. 

--- The coming age of Freedom will bring a tremendous 
at-one-rnent between sensitive earth spirits and the Angelic Host, who 
will work hand-in-hand to heart in the establishment of God's Way on 
Earth. Meanwhile, as these heavenly spirits are temporary exiles from 
the realms of Peace and Harmony, the creation and sustaining of an 
atmosphere iii which they can find refreshments and peace is a great 
service that has as yet not been understood by the travelers on the Path. 
In the physical homes and gardens of people there could be set aside 
sections where everything could be made conducive to the presence 
and sanctuary of the Angelic Host - and those places would be highly 
charged by Their Presence and Their gratitude that any human being 
who steps within them would experience the ecstasy of the Kingdom of 
Heaven which is the natural radiation of the Angel. 

In the East; in the south of France; in the Scottish Moorlands, 
there are certain old gardens and secluded spots in nature which, many 
centuries back, were dedicated by pure souls to the Angelic Kingdom 
and sensitive people can instantly feel these radiations. In the future, 
places like these will be natural healing centres - any lifestream can 
dedicate such a place and then take the responsiblity of drawing and 
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focusing the love of the Angelic Kingdom if he or she should so desire 
to render a service to these exiles of Love. 

In the great Himalaya Mountains, there are way-stops for the 
travelers, where they may gain rest and protection from the forces of 
the elements as well as an opportunity of rebuilding their strength for 
their spiritual journey. In a like manner, these foci for the Angelic 
Kingdom must be established preceding their entrance and their stay in 
the lower octaves of Earth - They love flowers, natural perfumes, -light 
and airy spaces, music and, of course, - primarily Peace. 

THE SUPREME IMPORTANCE OF THE HOUR 

From out the centuries of darkness, the Planet Earth and Her 
People are now standing upon the threshold of a Light that shall never 
again recede, but will grow into the Cosmic Eternal Day in which the 
fullest manifestation of the potential plans for the Earth and Her 
humanity will be understood and made abundantly evident. 

As the Great Cosmic Law requires the return of the Suns of the 
Solar System into the Great Central Sun of the Galaxy, each Sun begins 
to regulate Its centripetal force in order to balance the planets 
belonging to Its system. The Planet Earth has been bended on Her axis 
for many ages, and is responding now to the magnetic pull sent forth 
from our Sun - from the hearts of Helios and Vesta - which force is 
gradually straightening the axis. This is being done gradually with 
loving care so that the great polar ice caps will not be violently 
displaced, resulting in distress on the continental surface of the Planet. 

Each of the seven planets of our physical Sun must be quickened 
to enter and sustain itself in the orbit of the graduating planet. Great 
Beings are delegated to the task of quickening the vibrations of these 
planets, and WE Whose responsibility rests with the Earth - MUST 
prepare our planet and her people to vibrate at the rate of Venus' 
present Perfection. We are therefore, of necessity FORCED to reach 
mankind quickly ... ALL OF THEM. And also SAN AT KU MARA must 
be released for His Own Planetary Initiation. For this hour were you 
prepared, for this moment have we invested in you Our Love, Our Life, 
Our Radiation, and I SHALL EXPECT YOUR EVERY ASSISTANCE 
in the Cosmic Push of the Hour. Every other planet of Our Sun has 
already signalled 'ready'! Yet the Cosmos must wait on the Earth and 
We must soon have that' go ahead' sign from the hearts of men. HELP 
US SPEED THAT DAY! 

Signs of the New Dawn 

The pressure of the Light is so great at this hour that it is enfolding 
the Leaders of all spiritual activities in the world. Criticism shall give 
place to Love, condemnation to praise, dogmatism to tolerance, and the 
domineering spirit to humility. "The wolf shall dwell with the lamb 
and the Earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters 
cover the sea." (Isa. 11:67). 

New Channels are being opened, not to substitute the old ones, 
but to assist them! Workers are coming to the front everywhere! 
Friends of the Great White Brotherhood are rising up from every 
direction. No man can stop the onrush of this Cosmic Christ Power 
releasing the Spiritual Currents of the Hour! They could not succeed if 
they should be so unfortunate as to attempt to breast the currents of the 
New Dawn. Never before as today, can it be more truly said of the 
Spiritual Leaders of the world and of all new channels; "By their fruit 
ye shall know them!" 

The Light needed upon the Earth 

Looking upon the Planet Earth with the inner sight, you will see 
great tides of what we call psychic or astral matter. Where are these 
tides born? From the mental and feeling worlds of the people on the 
Earth of the present day, as well as those people who have lived on the 
Earth since first the "laggards" came to Lemuria. 

When individuals leave the Earth in so-called death, they leave 
their effluvia behind them, and it becomes part of these tides that 
represent all the qualities of imperfection; pride, arrogance, hate 
jealousy and all the other human qualities. These tides are definite 
strata of energy because everything in this universe works on vibration, 
and as your saying is, "Water seeks its own level", so do vibrations of a 
similar nature seek their own level. Every hate vibration enters into that 
river of hate. Every jealous vibration enters into that river of jealousy. 
Every obscene thought and feeling becomes part of such a river, and so 
on. 

That is the atmosphere into which each soul who comes to Earth is 
born! In the re-establishment of the knowledge of the protective Tube 
of White Light, some of that pressure can be cut away from its 
connection with the lifestream. However, dwelling in secret in thought 
and feeling upon any of these destructive qualities, creates a rent in 
that protective Garment of Light so that the lifestream is again 
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connected with the mass tide of the particular quality, whether it is 
gossip, criticism, condemnation, depression or whatever it may be. 

We are creating a channel or conduit of perfection from the 
Ascended Masters Realms of Light into the outer consciousness of 
unascended beings to assist them, but Our assistance will only be as 
efficacious as the protection which each individual holds around 
himself through establishing this Protective Garment or Tube of Light, 
to prevent these rip-tides from entering and distorting the service you 
desire to give. It is necessary to be alert to keep out the human 
tendencies that will try to J>reak through this protection. Call many 
times each day for this protective Light because when you have had 
certain tendencies latent within you, you can unconsciously put a rent 
in your protection. This Garment of Light is especially needed when 
you are engaged in a very special spiritual endeavor for, "a chain is as 
strong as its weakest link!" 

There is no unascended being who is not an incubator for some 
imperfection ( which is your · Achilles' Heel') which adds to the effluvia 
that has almost smothered the Earth. Therefore, go into the secret 
chamber of your heart and ask that those particular discordant vi 
brations in, through and around you be removed. Then you will have 
no open door for those tides that try to break into the continuity of the 
radiation and clarity of the instruction you are receiving, which is 
implanted in your outer minds and which through you, with the help of 
God, will be recorded for the people who are yet to come to our Earth. 

CALL FOR PROTECTION OF THE LIGHT 

BELOVED PRESENCE OF GOD" I AM'' IN ME, AND 
BELOVED MAHA CHOHAN; Clothe me in my Gar 
ment of blazing White Light; and seal me in my 
RING-PASS-NOT of Flame that makes and keeps me 
invisible and invincible to all human creation, in, 
through around or driven against me, now and, forever. 

THE INBREATH OF GOD 

The Great Central Sun, which forms the pivotal center of the 
galaxies to which we belong, has completed the out-breath in the great 
rhythm of cosmic creation. 

The great Parent Sun of our galaxy, known as Alpha and Omega, 

has in Its orbit, countless celestial Beings of such spiritual magnitude 
and developments as would stagger the imagination of the mortal 
mind. From among this tremendous select Court, there are chosen for 
the initiation of the Sun, Seven Pairs of Divine Beings at one time, and 
These Beings, in Their glorious cosmic initiation, are given the Crown, 
The Robe and the Sceptre by the Great God Parents and sent forth 
simultaneously to build, by the power of Their Own Creative Centers 
of thought and feeling, seven Planetary Systems. 

After the seven Suns, with the assistance of the Elohim, have 
evolved the planets of Their Systems and have applied for and secured 
the Beings who are to have evolution on them, they move downward 
and outward, until the first Sun has reached the periphery of the cosmic 
order from the Central Sun and the farthermost point in the out-going 
breath. At that time, a reversal of the currents of the Parent or Central 
Sun takes place, and the Suns are drawn back, together with Their 
planetary children in the same rhythm, into the Heart of the Father. 

So far as Our Galaxy is concerned, We are now on the in-breath 
and this is why the initiation of the Earth and all the planets, are bent 
toward the fulfillment of the Divine Edict in the raising and re 
demption of the Suns, the Planets and the people as they return to the 
Home and Heart of Eternal Life. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE GOD PARENTS 

To describe the beauty of the Cosmic God-Parents of our Galaxy, 
would require a vocabulary of much more delicate perception than that 
presently enjoyed by man. These glorious God-Parents may be vis 
ualized as the fairest of the fair; Their Robes of Authority the purest 
shimmering white, Their entire Beings representing the apex of Em 
bodied Light and Flame, softened and tempered by contour and 
outline thatIt might be enjoyed by others. 

Those of Us Who have witnessed the initiations whereby a Pair of 
Exquisite and Perfected Beings were endowed with the privilege of 
experiencing the creative powers of a Sun, are strongly impressed with 
the transfer into the hands of the initiated of the Scepter of Power, 
within which is vested the magnetic center of Love and the rhythm 
corresponding to the place which the Sun will have in the Solar System. 
This is mystically connected with the heartbeat of all the lifestreams 
who will embody and mature in a particular Chain. It forms the 
magnetic pull that holds the souls within the orbit of that Sun and Its 
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Planets; It holds our Sun Itself in a proper and permanent location in 
the on-moving galaxy to which We belong. 

When Our particular Sun Helios and Vesta sent forth the Elohim 
to build and create the planets, each One was given a Scepter 
magnetized from that which forms the Cosmit Scepter of our System. 
That Scepter remains with the Lord of the World during the entire time 
the planet is peopled by evolving life. The Scepterlor the Planet Earth 
was in the keeping of Sanat Kumara until His return to Venus, and is 
now in the keeping of Lord Gautama and held within the secret 
chambers at Shamballa for the greater part of the year, being taken out 
on certain mystic occasions. 

The Scepters which the crowned heads of Earth carry are symbolic 
of this Divine Authority which is manifest in the lifestreams who are the 
Guardians of the people, and the magnetic power that runs through the 
spinal column of every individual, is a replica of the vested power 
described. 

If this Cosmic Scepter were removed from the Planet Earth, the 
bodies of the people would fly into space and the souls who are 
presently within the realms of the discamates, would be loosed into the 
Universe. You will see then, how very important is Its magnetic power! 
It contains two cylindrical balls, representing the positive and negative 
aspects of Life's power. When It is placed upon the pyramid which 
holds It in repose, It is in perfect balance. One end of this great Scepter 
represents the gravity pull which in itself is a blessing to the unawa 
kened. When it is reversed through the activity of the individual's own 
life, It represents the Ascension. 

Through the spinal column of every man, both activities work 
constantly, the descending arc of electrical energy which anchors the 
body on the surface of the Earth, and the powerful ascending current 
which enables you to stand erect and move about, rather than be supine 
on the ground. When the activity of the life is more powerfully charged 
into the ascending arc, we come to the point where the gravity pull of 
Earth no longer can hold the lifestream and the Ascension is possible. 
For each person who comes to the point of ascending from the wheel of 
birth and re-birth to return no more, this Rod of Power is brought by 
the presiding Master and Its power magnetizes the rising current and 
assists in the actual cutting free the lifestream from the gravity pull of 
Earth. 

ONLY TWO ACTIVITIES OF LIFE 

There are only two activities of all life. It is so simple and yet so 
much has been woven into and around the study of mysticism . and 
self-control. There is only the INBREA TH and the OUTBREA TH! 
There is the MAGNETIZATION (the inbreath) of the gifts and powers 
of the God Presence, and then Its RADIATION (the outbreath). Both 
of these activities take place at cosmic levels with regard to solar 
systems and galaxies and entire Universes. 

We shall endeavor to show you something of this Cosmic Scheme 
in order that you might understand the place in which not only our 
Solar System but our Galaxy stands at the present time. On the 
OUTBREATH when creation takes place, the Central Sun of a system, 
breathes forth the Suns from within Its own Aura. Each Sun then in Its 
tum breathes out the planets destined to be part of the solar system. 
This comprises an expression of the outbreath of Deity as regards a 
galaxy and a solar Universe. 

At the end of a' cosmic day', the Great Central Sun of that system, 
notifies all the Suns below It that it is time for the inbreathing of Their 
Planets, in preparation for the inbreathing of all the Suns and Their 
Planets back into the Heart of the Great Central Sun. 

The Great and Mighty Vesta, God-Mothe~ of our Solar System 
(our Sun) has explained it thus: 

THE GALAXY TO WHICH THE EARTH BELONGS 

"Helios and I belonged to a Galaxy much larger than the one in 
which We presently serve. We were a PLANET in that Galaxy and We 
were number four, just as the Earth is number four in relation to the 
Sun today." 

"Our Galaxy was headed by a Great Central Sun made up of two 
mighty Beings Whose Names have long, long gone out of the language 
of your Earth, but They come close to the sound of Elohae and Eloha, 
which infers the masculine and feminine aspects of the Elohim." 

"This Great Sun God and Goddess sent forth twelve mighty Suns 
in a descending arc of creation and these twelve suns, as They 
descended, in tum sent forth from Themselves in a horizontal manner, 
twelve great Planets. Our System consisted of the Great Central Sun 
and Its twelve Suns, each Sun having twelve planets around It, making 
one hundred and fifty-six planets, including the twelve Suns. The 
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system to which the Earth belongs (your system) came from the Central 
Sun of Alpha and Omega and has forty-nine planets with seven Suns - 
one hundred less than the system of Elohae and Eloha." 

"Let Me repeat: You have the Central Sun from which Helios and 
I came, and beneath it twelve Suns. The Fourth Sun down was the Sun 
to which We belonged and was Alpha and Omega. That Sun in turn, 
sent out twelve planets in a horizontal manner and Helios and Myself 
were the Fourth Planet out from that Sun. This was on the out-breath, 
the Suns descending and the Planets expanding - the outbreath of the 
Godhead so far as the creation of this galaxy was concerned. 

"On the inbreath, which is the point you are coming to now in 
your own galaxy, the Suns began ascending, number twelve entering 
into the orbit of eleven, number eleven going into the orbit of number 
ten and so on, all the planets of that system also ascending one." 

"We represented the fourth Planet in the Fourth Solar System and 
Alpha and Omega were Our SUN at that time. Alpha and Omega were 
the fourth Sun in that system just as Helios and I are the fourth Sun in 
Our present System. At that time all the Suns in our present system 
were ALL PLANETS!" 

"Alpha and Omega were Our Sun; the first planet out from Them 
was Osiris and Isis; the second one Apollo and Diana; the third planet 
out was Krishna and Sophia; the fourth planet was OURSELVES. The 
first movement on the inbreath drew Osiris into the heart of Alpha and 
Omega, and each planet moved in closer to the Sun one place - We 
moving into the third place in that system." 

"In the next motion, We moved into the second place, then the 
first place - and finally We were assimilated into the Presence of Alpha 
and Omega Who in turn went back into the Great Presence of Their 
Central Sun - Elohae and Eloha." 

Causal Body around the Suns 

"What exactly happens to the Suns when They are absorbed into a 
Great Central Sun? That has bothered you somewhat. Around a Sun, or 
Central Sun, is a Causal Body something like that illustrated in the 
picture of the Holy Trinity. Around the Central Sun (or the lesser Suns) 
are what We call Electronic Belts and these are made up of the number 
of bands that represent the planetary scheme. All of the planets which 
belonged to That Galaxy, including Helios and Myself have the Causal 

Body with the Twelve bands around it since that is representative of the 
System to which we belonged. We returned into the heart of Alpha and 
Omega, and Alpha and Omega ascended upward into the third, the 
second and first position beneath the Central Sun and then entered into 
the heart of Elohae and Eloha, the Central Sun of Our galaxy." 

"WE DID NOT JUST DISSOLVE! That is the thing that the 
student body becomes frightened about - becoming nothing through 
the process of absorption, BUT THAT IS NO MORE TRUE than you, 
as an individual, can become nothing through being absorbed into your 
own God Presence when you become Ascended!" 

"In this great Causal Body around a Sun, whether it is a Sun of 
Our system, or Alpha and Omega, is of tremendous size. In It there are 
glorious Temples of Light and when the Sun Gods return with Their 
Own Electronic Belt, that is all the planets and Intelligences and Beings 
within them, They just enter into a space set aside in the Electronic Belt 
around that Sun and REMAIN as intelligent, conscious Beings; even as 
there are coming into Our Aura the Beings and all the Intelligences of 
Mercury. They will live within the Mercurian Temples within Our 
Aura." 

"When We went back into the Heart of the Central Sun of Our 
System with Alpha and Omega, into the Heart of Elohae and Eloha, 
We had a choice! We could have stayed there and gone on into Cosmic 
Heights, or We could have remained in the joy of that magnificent 
Electronic Belt... Alpha and Omega and six other Suns (seven out of the 
twelve) applied to create a New Galaxy. That is why the galaxy to 
which you belong and in which We are presently serving as your Sun, is 
smaller, since five of those Suns of the previous system, with Their 
Planets, decided NOT to experiment with becoming Great Central 
Suns and creating a Universe in Themselves." 

"Alpha and Omega were among the Seven Suns Who Chose to 
become Central Suns, and the Seven now serving under Them as Suns, 
were THEIR PLANETS when Alpha and Omega were just a Sun in 
that Previous system. So beneath the Central Sun of Alpha and Omega 
is the first Sun of Osiris and Isis; the second Sun Apollo and Diana; the 
third Sun Krishna and Sophia; and the fourth Sun Helios and Myself! 
Then the other three Suns below Us." 

"This may seem difficult to understand but everything in this 
Universe is a succession of experiences. First, you are a Planetary Lord, 
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then you have opportunity to become a Lord of the Sun! When this 
course is completed, Alpha and Omega presently breathing in - Osiris 
and Isis will be the first Sun to return home into the Heart of Alpha and 
Omega. When all seven of the Suns have returned into Their Hearts, 
we will then determine what size the next galaxy will be, that is 
whether Helios and Myself decide to try and be a Central Sun, or 
whether We stay within the Heart of Alpha and Omega and work from 
there." 

"Our original galaxy which had one hundred and fifty-six planets 
and Suns is a minute galaxy! There are some that have thousands and 
thousands and you would need your late Professor Einstein to explain 
that!" 

"Once more let Me repeat; Alpha and Omega as one of twelve 
Suns in that galaxy, qualified to become a Central Sun. In like manner, 
the other six Suns qualified to be Central Suns, and that is why today 
there are seven Central Suns in this cosmic galaxy and not twelve. The 
Suns that now run down in our present system, were in a HORI 
ZONTAL position out from Alpha and Omega when They were a Sun. 
Beneath Helios and Myself you have a very strong Sun - Hercules and 
Amazon! Then you have a more delicate one, Aureole and Aurea; and 
the last one is Dawn and Luz. This one will be the last to return into the 
heart of Alpha and Omega when we have Our Cosmic Council and 
decide whether We, in turn with the planets of Our System, wish to 
create a new system." 

"Above Us are Krishna and Sophia with Seven planets out from 
Them, the first planet out being Illumina, the second Mazda, the third 
is known as Bella and the fourth is Venus." 

"In our System there is Helios and Myself as the Sun and the first 
planet out is Mercury, the second out is Aquaria, the third one is 
Uranus below Bella, and the fourth is the Earth, right below Venus." 

"On the inbreath the first cosmic motion is horizontal to the left, 
so that the Earth will move into the orbit of Uranus; Uranus will move 
into the orbit of Mercury, and Mercury will be absorbed by Ourselves." 

"In like manner in the System above Us, Venus will move 
sideways into the orbit of Bella, then onward into the heart of Their 
Sun, Krishna and Sophia. Venus and the Earth will still be together, 
Venus above the Earth as now, because They both will move in one 
space." 

"I thank you for as much comprehension as you have, beloved 
ones. I want you to have this so you will understand that We are not 
talking as alarmists nor are the Great Ones when They ask you. for 
assistance in the changing of the vibratory action of your worlds." 

. this is stepping up the vibrations. So you can see how essential it is that 
in some way We may convey to all mankind, and especially the student 
body, the necessity of acceleration of the electrons of the emotional, the 
mental body, the etheric body and the physical. 

There are various ways and means of accelerating the vibratory 
action of your inner and flesh bodies. One of the greatest of the natural 
means is through rhythmic breathing, which the students have been 
taught to use in the Transmission of the Flame classes. I have been an 
exponent, devotee and Teacher of this for ages of time, because it is the 
rhythm of creation. 

When you draw that energy into the Flame in your heart and 
expand it forth, you begin to come into harmony with the natural 
rhythm that is in all activities of nature; in the rise and set of your Sun; 
the rise and fall of the tide; in the changing of your seasons - that 
absolute, unbroken rhythm! The Golden Ages when mankind had the 
greatest Peace, the greatest Illumination, the greatest bodily health, the 
greatest opulence, were ages when the rhythm of natural life was 
absolutely observed in breathing and in every facet of expression. 

The whole of the Law of Life is the rhythm of magnetization and 
radiation! If there is too much magnetization of power and not an equal 
radiation of blessing, you have broken rhythm. If there is too much 
blessing and ministration without enough magnetization of the power 
from the Source of all Good by which you live, there is depletion and 
exhaustion and all mankind's distress, disintegration, inharmony - etc. 

In order to give your maximum assistance in this Cosmic Push of 
the hour and accelerate the vibrations in yourselves and expand them to 
all mankind, I ask you to make an extra effort to hold the harmonious 
rhythm in your voice, your work, your walk, your service, your 
adoration and your realization. This will enable Me to radiate through 
you My Comforting Presence and stimulate theHoly Spirit in all you 
contact. 

And now, I give you the benediction of The Holy Spirit, asking 
that you remember to give Me your loving attention, remembering 
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always that EXAMPLE IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN ANY PRO 
FESSION OF FAITH! 

THE MAHA CH OHAN 

THE ACCELERATION OF THE VIBRATORY 
ACTION OF THE PLANET 

'' I AM ' Vesta, come from the Heart of your physical Sun, which is 
the aura of My Beloved Helios and Myself. "I AM' come at the 
directive of the Sun behind the Sun, to invest you, Beloved BRIDGE 
students, with certain authority, as you choose to accept it! Wear well 
the vestments which I place upon your shoulders for they carry the 
dignity and obedience of My Office. 

It is important at this hour, as the purification of the Earth and 
Her evolutions is taking place at an accelerated rate, that we have 
groups of chelas throughout the Planet Earth who are able and willing, 
to join with the Elohim of Purity and All who serve with Him oh the 
Fourth Ray of Purity to take an active part in the speeding up of the 
vibratory rate of the Planet, which must take place and quickly! 

The Cosmic Push is gaining in momentum as Beloved Helios and 
Myself prepare to absorb the Mighty and Shining Planet Mercury into 
Our Hearts. We are ready, but the Earth is not and must be made ready 
to take Her destined place in the system! 

On whom should We count, beloved faithful chelas, but the 
lifestreams in whom the Beloved Ascended Masters Saint Germain and 
El Morya have invested Their energies thru the years, yea centuries - in 
preparation for this service. We know, dear earnest ones, that there are 
none among you who do not sincerely love these Beloved Friends. You 
will remember the great love in Beloved Morya' s Heart which 
prompted Him to come to Helios and Myself for assistance in the great 
task which is the responsibility of the Beloved Brother Saint Germain. 

Surely you will all say "Yes, you can count on me for I am desirous 
of balancing the debt I owe to Beloved Saint Germain and Morya since 
They gave me the great privilege of knowing of, studying and applying 
the Spiritual Law!" Ah, yes, the heart is willing and ready, BUT, I 
beseech you, dear children of God, this feeling MUST BE FOL 
LOWED BY ACTION! 

To do this, you must prepare yourselves daily to be the Presence in 
action at all times. The Holy Christ Self is ready to burst the bonds of 
the limiting lower selves of each of you, to be the Christ walking the 
Earth thru your flesh vehicles while the Electronic Presence is about 
the Father's Business at Cosmic Levels. By allowing the Holy Christ 
Self to express thru you and direct your every activity, it is the 
Anchorage of the Individualized Presence in the world of form. 

As a simile - the Hand of God is ambidextrous, serving at Cosmic 
Levels and in the physical appearance world at the same time in 
tensifying the Light at both levels. 

To dispense pure water from a vessel, no other element can be 
added. In like manner, you must not color the Essence of the Pure God 
Energy flowing freely to and thru you and all life. 

As a word of encouragement, I would like to say that your vehicles 
as We look upon your aura are much more purified than you realize, 
and by added calls to your own "I AM" Presence and the Ascended 
Masters can be vested by the Father with the responsibility of added 
service at this hour of great import, so the Earth and Her evolutions can 
more quickly be made ready to take Her rightful place in the Cosmic 
Scheme of Action. You, individually, are more ready than your outer 
consciousness would like you to believe. 

I challenge you to ardently and rhythmically put this Law into 
practice for a period of 30 days. At the end of that period, you shall 
experience such a buoyancy of feeling as has not been yours in this 
embodiment. CALL, CALL, CALL for your purification and that of all 
mankind and see the results MANIFEST IN YOUR OWN PERSONAL 
EXPERIENCE! 

I now blaze My Flame of Constancy thru you and await your 
proving The Law, and you shall wear My Robes of Authority in great 
dignity and be My Representatives walking the Earth and serving in 
Cosmic Capacity while yet wearing flesh garments! It shall be My 
privilege to serve with you at all times, if you so desire! ' 

Vesta, Goddess of the Sun 

THE SEVEN SPHERES 

Thinking of God as a Sun, there are, surrounding and enfolding 
this Central Focus of Intelligence, Seven Mighty Spheres of Con- 
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sciousness, each one separated from the other by Its own periphery line 
which forms the natural boundary of that particular Sphere. These 
Seven Spheres are called the Aura of God, each inhabited by Great God 
Intelligences, all intent on doing the Father's Will to expand His 
Kingdom. 

The development and unfoldment of His Kingdom is ac 
complished by the release of pulsating waves of His Own Divine 
Consciousness, within which are the Spiritual Patterns of all form and 
manifestation from the smallest blade of grass to the most brilliant star 
in space. 

The First Sphere 

The First Sphere represents the Heart of Creation Itself. The Great 
Beings Who form the Directive Intelligence of this Sphere are known as 
the Manus of the human race. The Master Who activates Their Will in 
the world of man is called the Chohan of the First Ray (El Morya). It is 
His service to Life to carry the God Ideas and Directives from the 
Godhead into the Minds of those Beings in the Second Sphere Who 
clothe them into actual workable form. In this First Sphere also abide 
the Seven Mighty Archangels Who have volunteered to guard and 
protect the evolving human race. Here is born every idea, plan and 
blessing which will one day manifest in the physical world. Its 
inhabitants are Beings Whose service to Life is to embody those God 
Ideas and carry them on their outward course to the periphery of the 
First Sphere, and here entrust them to the waiting Messengers of the 
Second Sphere. 

What finite mind could conceive of the beauty, perfection, joy and 
happiness of these ideas! Here live the Cherubic and Seraphic Hosts, 
Messengers of the Most High, bathing in the Fire of Creation, 
embodying Its Essence in Their very Selves and then, begins the great 
Cosmic Ritual of Cosmic Precipitation of the Blessings of Heaven from 
Realm ot Realm which will take Them in time to the furthest purest 
essence of Divinity within Their Shining Selves, They swing outward in 
Their Cosmic Course, carrying the Light of Heaven into the con 
sciousness of the Beings in the Second Sphere. 

The Second Sphere 

The Celestial Inhabitants of the Second Sphere most lovingly 
receive the Cosmic Messengers and Ideas from God's Heart, assimilate 
them, clothe them in the form and substance of Their Own Great Light 

and the Universal Light Substance which forms the atmosphere of this 
Sphere, and They, in turn, pass onward to the receptive consciousness 
and atmosphere of the Third Realm. 

In this Second Sphere, the God Ideas and Patterns of future 
greatness are moulded into form thru the use of the creative powers of 
the Higher Mind Force - thus the seed of the Father falls on fertile 
ground (Intelligent Individual Consciousness) and begins to take 
definite form in the world of Divine Thought. 

The God Intelligence Who governs this Second Sphere is the Lord 
Buddha, previously known as Lord Maitreya, Who interprets the God 
Ideas from the First Sphere thru the formulation of World Religions 
and Faiths. Their Representative, the Chohan of the Second Ray, 
Lanto, further consolidates Their Cosmic Service thru the educational 
channels both of the Inner Sphere and the physical appearance world 
as well. 

So Great is the Wealth of the Father's Outpouring that this essence 
must keep rushing onward, clothed in intelligent thought patterns, ever 
desiring to give of Itself in rhythmic blessings. Thus the Third Sphere is 
alerted to receive of the Divine Outpouring. 

The Third Sphere 

In the Third Sphere, the glory and radiance of the Second Sphere 
has already clothed the Divine Immanence in thought patterns, so that 
it is better assimilated by the vibrating consciousness of this Realm. 
These God Ideas are ensouled with Life and become· living pulsating 
foci of" things to come." This is the Realm of the Holy Spirit under the 
direction of that Great Cosmic Representative of the Third Person of 
the Trinity whom We know by the title of Maha Chohan. 

In this Third Sphere, Life Essence is imparted to the thought 
forms descending from the First and Second Spheres. Until thought is 
clothed with the life thru the feeling nature it does not become a living, 
vital force as far as expression in the physical world is concerned. Thus, 
the Third Sphere vitalizes all manifestations which will ever externalize 
on the Planet Earth. 

The activity of the Third Sphere, like the prism, divides the 
Spiritual Rays thru which flows the radiation and gifts of the Third Ray 
and which then proceed thru the five subdivisions of this Great Ray into 
the physical world of form. The Great Chohans of these Five Rays, 
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therefore, serve under the supervision of Their Overlord, The Maha 
Chohan. 

The First Subdivision of the Third Ray is under the direction of the 
Chohan known as Lady Rowena. Her Cosmic Service to Life is to 
receive the blueprints or Divine Thought Patterns which contain within 
themselves world movements as well as simple individual blessings for 
the human race, and dividing them as to their subject matter and 
potential service to Life, She gives them to the Chohan in charge of the 
dispensation of those specific activities. These Chohans, in tum, project 
them from Their Sphere of activity into the world of form thru 
conscious or unconscious human intelligences who are open to Their 
Cosmic Impressions and Influence. Thus, Lady Rowena becomes the 
First Lieutenant and Representative of the Maha Chohan, and the 
step-down transformer of His energies so far as channeling the Bless 
ings of God thru the proper facets into the world of form. 

The Fourth Sphere 

A group of Beings from the Third Sphere joins the Cherubic and 
Seraphic Hosts as They prepare to pass outward with the living 
embodied thought forms, into the Fourth Sphere of conscious Life. 
Again a great diffusion of Spiritual Effulgence takes place, a richer 
radiation pours thru the atmosphere of the Sphere of Visitation. The 
Divine Ideas pulsate thru the Electronic Substance and are absorbed by 
any receptive consciousness within the Fourth Sphere. 

The Great Chohan of the Fourth Sphere is known as the Ascended 
Master Serapis Bey. The developed thought forms of the First and 
Second Spheres, endowed with the Life of the Holy Spirit in the Third 
Sphere, finds its first point of contact with the individual consciousness 
of unascended beings in this Realm. The far greater majority of Divine 
Archetype (Individualized "I AM" Presence) dwell within this Fourth 
Realm. Here the God Ideas, Patterns and Designs, are received by 
these Christ Egos and developed by Them thru centuries of endeavor, 
and projected by Them into the world of men thru their consciousness 
and thru advanced pupils functioning in lines of endeavor similar to 
those being developed and perfected within this Realm. Those Ideas 
not ensouled by Conscious Intelligences in the Fourth Realm pass 
onward, carried by the Seraphic and Cherubic Hosts and the Escort of 
Honor from the Fourth Realm into the consciousness of the waiting 
Beings of the Fifth Realm. 

The Fifth Sphere 

Within the Fifth Realm, the seed ideas of Father, particularly in 
connection with scientific discoveries, inventions and medical research, 
are scattered and received by the Receptive Consciousness of Those 
engaged in this endeavor in the Temples of Science that are active 
within this Sphere, and from these Temples they are directed into the 
minds and hearts of those selfless men and women who are working in 
these avenues on Earth. The Great Chohan of the Fifth Realm is known 
as the Ascended Master Hilarion, Who was Saint Paul of Biblical days. 

As the Fifth Sphere pulsates with the Essence of Godliness, we see 
that the blessings are no whit lessened, and that, even as we watch, the 
glorious energies await transmission into the Sixth Sphere to widen 
their circle of manifest expression. 

The Sixth Sphere 

Within the Sixth Sphere, we find the causative centers of the 
Christian Religions, wherein devotional and emotional worship are the 
particular fount thru which the Spiritual Energies are being released to 
bless the human race. Here dwell the Great Celestial Choirs, the 
Highest Heaven of orthodox thought, and from this beautiful Sphere 
flows the inspiration to those men and women who have responded to 
the "high calling" of religious leaders and who are "leading their 
sheep" to the best of their ability. 

The Great Chohan of the Sixth Sphere has been the Ascended 
Master Jesus (but is now the Ascended Lady Master Nada) and thru the 
Temple Services, both He (Jesus), Nada and Mary, (Jesus' Mother), 
have bathed the Christian World, the Devas Who guard and protect 
the churches erected in His Name, and all who have accepted The 
Christ in the spiritual essence of Their Divine Christhood. 

As the Cherubim and Seraphim make ready to bring the Blessings 
of the Father into the Seventh Realm, we realize that this is by natural 
destiny the periphery of the Kingdom and that the Third Dimensional 
World of today (physical appearance world) has sunk below the 
boundary line of safety. 

The Seventh Sphere 

It is to the Seventh Sphere and Its Great Chohan, known as the 
Ascended Master Saint Germain, that we must look for the contact 
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between the outer consciousness and the Divine Patterns of the Will of 
God and His Messengers. The Seventh Sphere holds within Itself the 
etheric pattern of every manifestation of the God Plan which has been 
lowered rhythmically thru the Six preceding Spheres, and which awaits 
expression in physical form. It is the First Sphere above the human 
octave of limitation and imperfection into which the soul ascends on its 
journey back to the Heart of God. 

It is, therefore, the office and responsibility of the Chohan of the 
Seventh Ray to provide a way and means by which mankind may again 
unite its consciousness with the Inner Spheres and become individual 
conductors of the Divine Perfection from these Spheres thru the 
consciousness of the outer self. 

This Realm is literally "bursting" with all the good things that 
have been handed down from one Sphere to another. 

Because of the resistance and refusal of the outer consciousness of 
man to accept the Divine Plan of God, the Etheric Realm has not been 
able to pass on the Blessings and Glories that have descended from the 
Higher Spheres, and thus complete the outgoing rhythm of creative 
endeavor. Any number of the human family may offer his con 
sciousness to the Chohan of the Seventh Ray and ask that his individual 
self may be an outlet for the Blessings and Perfection contained within 
it. 

Every man, woman and child that lives on the Earth today, or will 
come here in the future, has a Divine Presence, a God Pattern, an 
Archetype, that dwells in one of the foregoing Seven Spheres. Each 
such incarnate lifestream is meant to be a radiating center of the 
Spiritual Force from the Inner Sphere where his "I AM'· Presence 
dwells. He must understand that his own Higher Self is actually living 
and serving in one of these Spheres, developing certain God Designs 
thru Its Higher Consciousness, which awaits the receptivity of the outer 
mind in order to find expression in the world of form. 

The present characteristics of the individual, no matter how poorly 
developed, are indicative of the Ray and Sphere to which he rightfully 
belongs and as the individual purifies his own world he will raise the 
vibratory action of his being to its most powerful and perfect expression 
thru his personal self, and also become a radiating center of the 
Spiritual Force from the Sphere in which his "I AM" Presence dwells 
and which has a beneficent effect upon all life around him. 

CREATIVE ACTIVITIES OF THE "I AM'' PRESENCES 
AS THEY PASS THRU THE SEVEN SPHERES 

From the moment that Helios and Vesta projected the Flame of 
the White Fire Bodies into the Universe (individualized God In 
telligence) that Intelligence was free to pass thru the Seven Spheres and 
build into the Causal Body the colors of those Spheres, and prepare 
thru experience, to apply for the right to incarnate on the Earth. 

When the Great Sun (Beloved Helios and Vesta), the God-Parents 
of this System, send forth the Spirit Sparks to rest within the Heart of 
the Planetary Silent Watcher, it is the service of the great Being known 
as the Manu, to call forth a portion of those Spirit Sparks at certain 
Cosmic Moments and take them on a journey thru the Seven Inner 
Spheres. These Spirit Sparks, working with the Manu and His Com 
plement, take on the outline, form and design of their Manu. That is 
why it is said that the Manu is the Divine Blueprint for each Root Race. 

Seven Great Manus took the responsibility of drawing from the 
Planetary Silent Watcher a portion of Spirit Sparks which were placed 
within the Aura of the Silent Watcher by the God-Parents and 
remained there in company with their Manu, being developed until the 
cosmic moment came when a group of them were to be called forth into 
incarnation. 

A Manu is a Perfected Being - a Being Who has already developed 
the Perfection of the Godhead and Who offers to a Sun of a System (in 
our case Beloved Helios and Vesta) to be the Guardians of a certain 
number of Spirit Sparks which will be drawn forth to embody upon a 
planet. 

Manus are provided for the Seven Great Root Races who naturally 
belong to the Earth's evolution. Each Manu is responsible for a Root 
Race and the Seven subraces belonging to it which come under Him .. 
Each Manu cannot be free, or does not choose to be free, until every 
member of His Root Race, and the seven subraces belonging to it, are 
redeemed and ascended into the God Perfection from whence they 
came forth in the beginning. 

The Manu takes His entire Root Race thru the Seven Spheres and 
each lifestream is given the opportunity of choosing by affinity the Ray 
on which He will serve. The colors in the Causal Body are builded 
during this journey which takes millions of years sometimes; the Manu 
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giving full freedom, explaining the Temples in the First Sphere, 
showing them the Exquisite Beings and the work that is done There. 

During the many centuries in which the new souls live at Inner 
Levels and are taken from Sphere to Sphere on their journey to find 
their own developed happiness and to find the Ray to which they wish 
to attune themselves, they are in constant proximity to their Manu. 
When they finally come to the point of embodiment the Holy Christ 
Self that is developed within the heart, is a replica of the Manu Who 
called them forth. When they develop the fullness of that Holy Christ 
Self and It expands and fills the human form, each Root Race and Its 
seven sub-races will outpicture Its own Manu and His Complement 
(masculine and feminine). 

Then came the day when those Spirits Who were to become the 
first Root Race, were touched by the spirit of adventure; They had seen 
all of the Seven Spheres stretched out before Them - Seven Mag 
nificent Realms to which They might have access if They chose, 
unexplored as far as They were concerned. The First Manu was then 
summoned and They started on Their long journey thru the Seven 
Inner Spheres for the expansion of Their consciousness under His 
guidance and direction. 

BELOVED GOD MERU: 

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MANUS 
The subject of the Manus has been in your mind and I would like to 

explain it to you. Manus have been provided for the Seven Great Root 
Races who naturally belong to the Earth's evolution. Each of these 
Manus, Myself included, is responsible for a Root Race and Seven 
Sub-races which come under Him. Each Manu cannot be free - He 
does not choose to be free - until every member of His Root Race and 
the Seven Sub-races belonging to it, is redeemed and Ascended into the 
God perfection from whence it came forth in the beginning. 

The first three Manus completed Their service because the radi 
ation on the Earth was not yet polluted by the coming of the 
"laggards" from other Stars. Their Root Races embodied, Their 
Sub-races developed, and the people Ascended having completed, in 
approximately fourteen thousand years in each cycle, their evolution. 

HIMALAYA, THE MANU OF THE FOURTH ROOT RACE 

When we come to the Great Himalaya, as the Manu of the Fourth 
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Root Race, we have many Fourth Root Race people and the successive 
Sub-races still in embodiment, so the Great Himalaya is one of Those 
Who is an Exile of Love, remaining in the great Himalayan Mountains 
and serving and blessing those individual lifestreams belonging to the 
Fourth Root Race and Sub-races who have not completed the As 
cension. That includes any member of the Angelic Host who came out 
with the Fourth Root Race, any of the Guardian Spirits who came forth 
from other Planets at the inception of the Fourth Root Race, any 
elementals who became imprisioned at that time and all living things 
everywhere. 

The Lord Himalaya is therefore responsible for the redemption of 
all of the mammals and the animal life, some of which is still in a state 
of suspended animation, beneath the cusp of frozen wastelands and is 
the responsibility and obligation of Lord Himalaya and His Lieu 
tenants and chelas and unascended friends and those who belong to 
that Race to make that redemption possible. 

VAISASVATA, THE MANU OF THE FIFTH ROOT RACE 

The Great Vaisasvata Manu is responsible for the evolution and 
restoration in a similar activity of the Fifth Root Race and all of its 
sub-races. It is My obligation, of course, to bring to maturity the Sixth 
Root Race upon the Planet Earth, including all of its sub-races. 

MERU, THE MANU OF THE SIXTH ROOT RACE 

The Seven Manus Who applied for the opportunity of taking 
charge of the Spirit Sparks were desirous of guarding these individuals 
who desired to come into embodiment on the Earth, and those who 
desired to come in as the Sixth Root Race were those whose radiation in 
the Causal Body was predominantly gold in color. They were given into 
My keeping and then I, in cooperation with the Karmic Board and the 
Laws of Embodiment, was allowed to bring through the gates of birth 
the beginning of the Sixth Root Race and some of the Sub-races which 
are beginning to inflitrate the masses of mankind. 

All of the Sixth Root Race and its Sub-races are not yet in 
embodiment, therefore My task is comparatively new insofar as re 
demption is concerned. My task and that of Goddess Meru is to reap, 
really, where others have sown because as Himalaya and the Vaisasvata 
Manu and all of the beings who belong to the earlier Root Races, all of 
the "laggards" who are being called into action, and all of the student 
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body are purifying the atmosphere, more and more of the Sixth Root 
Race lifestreams can come in and they, of course, will be finer, more 
delicate of form, more beautiful and more attuned and developed. 
They can be easily distinguished by any who has studied the Law of the 
Root Races, by the perfection of their form. They have the perfect oval 
face and mostly are golden of hair and blue of eye with certain 
exceptions where We have chosen to give assistance to Himalaya 
through Oriental embodiment, and those individuals have taken in and 
will take on the features of the race into which they embody to help and 
assist Him. 

THE VEHICLE THE MANU USES 

The Manu Himself is a Perfected Being and utilizes a vehicle 
prepared for Him at the inception of His Root Race. This is a most 
delicate and subtle subject and one which cannot be dealt with to all 
mankind, but a Manu is already a Perfected Being, the Ultimate 
Archetype of the entire Root Race and all of the Sub-races, the 
Perfection which God the Father and God the Mother of the Almighty 
Universe desires to manifest through that Race. Therefore, such a One, 
contrary to previously presented instructions, does not Himself embody 
any more than the Avatar, but you have the Mystic Union, as you had 
with the Beloved Lord Divino (Lord Maitreya) joined with the con 
sciousness of Jesus, the Christ, at the Jordan and the Two became One, 
so the Maitreya, through Jesus, might bring the powers of the Cosmic 
Christ to man. 

So it is with the Manu. We have seen it written that the Manu 
Himself, takes birth. The Manu is offered by a very pure and beautiful 
pupil whom He has trained at Inner Levels, but who not yet ascended 
- He is offered by that one the preparation of a body. Then that 
blessed pupil comes naturally through the gates of birth, like Jesus did, 
and he holds within himself as clear and distinct as possible the picture 
of the Great Manu, his Teacher. That picture is also, closely held by the 
Devic Protector who stands around both the chosen parents, as well as 

· the embryo as it develops and sometimes, almost always, the mother 
and father are aware of the sacrifice and the preparation and the Trinity 
- the Mother, the Father and the Child - prepare the cup and then, 
at a chosen time, according to the receptivity of the pupil who has 
embodied and, according to the Cosmic Moment when the Manu is 
needed to be expressed on Earth, is the union made. Sometimes in that 
union the soul of the pupil departs and the Manu Himself wears that 

body for as long as He may choose; sometimes the soul of the pupil 
remains and the Manu uses it only fleetingly, so that He can continue 
His work at Inner Levels and not be constantly concerned with feeding, 
clothing and performing the necessary tasks of sustaining a physical· 
form. 

This, beloved ones, is as clear a description as can be given to you 
of the activity of the Manu of the Race. I have seen one of the Manus 
take the form of the infant at the age of five. In the case of the Great 
Himalaya, the possession by the Manu was at the age of twelve. In My 
own case, I have not yet prepared My vessel. It will come when the 
Earth's axis is straightened and the great jungles and morasses and all 
of the reptiles, the insect life and vicious foci in South America are 
redeemed and transmuted and that continent becomes the beautiful 
paradise which it is destined to be. Then, again, the splendor and 
magnificence that we knew with the Father before the world was, will 
be manifested in South America and the Great Divine Director - Lord 
Saithrhu - and His Seventh Root Race and allits Sub-races will enjoy 
all of the Western Hemisphere as a literal paradise on Earth - Saint 
Germain's Golden Age permanently established. 

LORD SAITHRHU, MANU OF THE SEVENTH ROOT RACE 

A Manu is a Being Who primarily has taken the great opportunity 
of moulding a great number of Spirit Sparks into a specific God design, 
to render a tremendous service when the time is required upon the 
Planet, where the Manu is to either embody or to send forth His 
Emissaries. As you know something of the Manus Who have preceded 
Me and Who are prisoners of Love, you know, also, that My Great 
Seventh Root Race must await the fulfillment of the Divine Plan and 
Pattern for everyone of the members of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth 
Root Race and their attendant Sub-races at which time I shall be 
enabled to bring forth the First Sub-race of My Root Race. In previous 
eras when the Lord Manu made this initial impulse upon the Planet 
Earth, it was necessary for the Manu Himself to take an embodiment to 
hold an anchorage of the Perfection of Design, Personage, Activity and 
Service. Then the Sub-race, the strongest of course of the entire Root 
Race, first built the groundwork, so to speak, for the activity and service 
of that Era. 

In Our Service, primarily, upon the Seventh Ray, you have been 
told that We have completed Our Journey through the Seven Spheres 
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and We await (in the Seventh Sphere wherein the Ascended Master 
Saint Germain, the Violet Fire Temple and all activities of the Violet 
Flame are) the opportunity to be called by the Karmic Board and 
allowed to send in some of the children of our First Sub-race. If they 
come in too soon, before the great numbers of the Fourth Root Race 
have returned Home, the Seventh Root Race has an entirely different 
Keynote, and Service to render, and so They are not always able to 
fulfill in dignity their mission. 

I represent Their God-Father, you might say. In My case, I shall 
not embody because the Earth, through the assistance of the children of 
the Ascended Master Saint Germain and the tremendous calls for the 
Violet Flame is being purified enough, particularly of the disembodied 
entities and the removal, at the close of the Earth span of souls who 
would otherwise have to re-embody, and by the removal of the etheric 
records in the living and the so-called dead. 

When it is of the hour of accomplishment, when the gates of 
Heaven do open, there shall come forth the First Sub-race, rep 
resenting the Activity of the Violet Ray of Ceremonial, all equipped 
with magnificent voices, all able to both precipitate and levitate at the 
time of birth, with the knowledge of Their Heavenly Realm, with no 
veil between. 

This great Race is due to come forth, for the most part, in the 
South American Continent, although We have experimented suc 
cessfully, with the inculcation of several members of the First Sub-race 
belonging to My Dominion in the North American Continent. We have 
chosen South America because across Brazil and all through that 
country which is now jungle, the Earth has had some time to rest. Ask 
for Me, or the Ascended Master Saint Germain, to purify that stretch 
across the Equator and give to Us a beautiful, verdant Earth which 
Lady Amaryllis Herself will adorn with beauty and clear up the human 
effluvia. 

Within the very Earth itself, down to about fifteen feet below its 
surface, all through and across from Peru to where the Amazon flows 
out to Rio de Janeiro, is an activity of the Violet Fire established. This 
results (and you will see it in your papers) in a great number of 
poisonous reptiles and various effluvia being spewed forth in the 
Amazon and then out to the Ocean; and the Amazon will no longer be a 
flood of mud-tide but that beautiful sapphire blue which is the color of 
the waters of our Kingdom. 

Our Kingdom, up where the Ascended Master Saint Germain is, is 
a comfortable and a happy one and we are a patient group of 
individuals. We have waited long, but now We are assured by the 
Cosmic Law that the First Sub-race will be given opportunity - some 
of them will go before Mother Mary in the month of May, 1961 - and 
I am quite sure that one or two thousands of these Beings will take 
embodiment in the North American Continent, primarily because as 
yet the South American Continent is not ready for them. 

These people, as they grow to maturity, will be distinct from all 
other people which you have ever seen upon the Planet Earth. They 
have hair which is amber of color and they do not look unlike the 
Beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain except that they are all blue 
of eye and have the Seraphic face, the slender figure, the long limbs, 
and tapered fingers. They will be artistic in the extreme. Drama will 
come to the fore again; only that drama and ballet and music will be 
presented to the masses through these dedicated lifestreams, the 
pageantry of life as it should be lived. Much of the time which has been 
spent in the past in just enjoying, shall we say, the drama and the 
various media of entertainment to relax the consciousness, they will 
bring to a focal point the attention of the people. This is our endeavor 
and, of course, it will be accomplished according to the tenacity of the 
Spirit Sparks, Who will take embodiment with My blessing and with, of 
course, My ever-present vigilance and protection. These, beloved ones, 
will help the Ascended Master Saint Germain tremendously in His 
Service and Activity to Life. 

As a Manu, there is One Root - and that has seven branches. It is 
like one tree with seven great branches, only they do not all flower at 
once. They flower, each one, starting from the left on to the right until 
the Seven Sub-races have found expression and completion. Then the 
Manu and all the Sub-races join together and Ascend, even as they 
have descended before. This may clarify for you something which, 
perhaps, was confusing within the mind consciousness. 

As for Myself, I shall materialize at the proper time. I shall not take 
on infant form but I shall materialize when the Beloved Ascended 
Master Saint Germain's Kingdom is established on the Earth fully; 
when mankind, elementals and Angels are all joined together in 
harmony. Then I can bring in the great numbers of those mighty 
Beings whom I fathered and whom I love and they, in tum, will 
enhance the perfection of that Golden Age. 
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The Service of a Manu is an eternal One. It never ends because 
when One takes that responsibility as Beloved Himalaya, Vaisasvata 
Manu, and the various Ones do, You are responsible for everything 
which they created in thought, feeling, word or deed. Therefore, the 
Beloved Himalaya is responsible for every bit of chaos back through the 
Ice Ages in Asia; that is why He has asked again and again, and has 
been given assistance in the removal of those etheric records and the 
transmutation of those imperfect manifestations. 

When We come to a Planet like the Earth, We know full well that 
it is Our Karma, enjoyed because We come equipped to handle 
whatever our Root Race and Sub-races do; We shall have to redeem 
that which is less than perfection. We have withheld for a time the First 
Sub-race of My Root Race for the very purpose of allowing the 
redemptive process to go on in all Root Manus and Their children who 
have been and are still upon the Earth. 

It is My desire that My people, when they come forth, shall know, 
as the Holy Innocents did, only perfection on the Earth. I have loved 
them long and served with them long, and you will love them as you 
know them, too. We ask that each and every one of you be blessed by 
all the Love, Light and Power, and all the Wisdom and Understanding, 
and all the Strength which is in the Heart of a Root Manu Who lives 
but to give to you, His children. 

In regards to the Manus of the First, Second and Third Root Races, 
we know nothing. For the Fourth is God Himalaya, Who is still with us; 
for the Fifth is Vaisasvata, for the Sixth God Meru, and for the Seventh, 
which is just emerging, is Lord Saithrhu, - The Great Divine Director. 

FORMATION OFTHE CAUSAL BODY 

The CAUSAL BODY of the new born Spirit Sparks from the Heart 
of God is PURE WHITE. Many of the individualized White Fire 
Beings and "I AM'' Presences never leave the FIRST SPHERE and 
They are the Holy Innocents Whose Aura is like White Flame and 
They embody the Divine Ideas of the Universal, and are willing to 
serve Life by projecting those Ideas downward, but in Themselves 
choosing not to know even the Glory of the Second Realm. Those 
individuals forfeit the right to become, in some future era, Suns and 
Creators, preferring to live in holy innocence and in that happy estate. 

The braver Spirits venture forth from the First Sphere and build 

the Blue Flame of FAITH into Their Causal Bodies; some go into the 
Second Sphere and there They build the Golden Flame of WISDOM 
into Their Causal Bodies, learning to draw ideas into form and They 
work within those great Temples perfecting the ideas that are cata 
pulted from the Mind and Heart of God. Many remain there and never 
go further, and They are the Divine Brothers and Sisters of the Golden 
Robe Who project the thought forms into the Third Sphere. 

The more adventurous Spirits go forth into the Third Sphere and 
learn the activity of the Holy Spirit, and breathe into Their thought 
forms LIGHT, and these thought forms become living entities. Many 
live within this Pink Sphere of blazing Light and go no further, 
embodied representatives of the Holy Spirit Intelligences that people 
this Sphere. 

Some go further -- into the Realm of the BRIDGE BUILDERS, the 
Realm of SERAPIS BEY (the Fourth Sphere) where They can be 
summoned then into form. Here They identify Themselves with all the 
many various kinds of endeavors that serve mankind. Many remain 
within this Sphere (THE WHITE SPHERE) and choosing embodied 
Spirits, project musical compositions to the people on Earth as well as 
beautiful prose and poetry, exquisite forms of architecture, sculpture 
and painting and never choose to embody. They generate the directed 
beam from within, that some incarnate soul below picks up because he 
is sensitized and enjoys the same type of service. 

The more adventurous still proceed into the Fifth Sphere, into the 
Temples of the scientists and the inventors and add the GREEN BAND 
to Their Causal Body, just as the advancing members of an army add 
the stripes and stars of accomplishment. Here They work with the 
inventors, doctors and men of research. Many remain within this 
Sphere, finding such happiness and joy that They go no further. 

The adventurous continue on into the Sixth Realm where They 
join Those Who are interested in carrying the Nature of God into the 
world of form. These Beings are the Power behind all missionaries, 
ministers, priests, rabbis and metaphysical teachers. Many remain 
within this Sphere and go no further and They add the RUBY COLOR 
to the Causal Body while They remain therein. 

Each pulsation decreases the number of adventurous and bold 
Spirits. Some come into the Seventh Sphere of the Ascended Master 
Saint Germain and experiment with Divine Alchemy, and the Powers of 
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the Violet Fire of Mercy and Compassion, and direct the Angels of 
Mercy into the world of form. These Individuals overshadow men and 
women who work particularly with the "fallen'' in places of depravity. 
Many of these do not embody. 

ONLY THOSE WHO HAVE PROCEEDED THROUGH THE 
SEVEN SPHERES AND HAVE SELF CONSCIOUSLY CREATED A 
CAUSAL BODY WITH SEVEN BANDS OF COLORS WITHIN IT, 
CAN APPLY FOR EMBODIMENT ON EARTH. Then, if They are 
accepted, according to the band of color which is widest in Their Aura, 
They are drawn under the direction of one of the great Manus to which 
the affinity of Their Color and Ray will magnetize Them, and They 
become a candidate for one of the Seven Root Races and Its sub-races. 

Those who are Guardian Spirits passed thru a similar period of 
experimentation in the Seven Spheres of some other Planet, Star or 
Sun, otherwise there would not be within the lifestream sufficient 
energy to warrant Earth-Life. You will see then that even the first 
people born on Earth, even the innocent souls, have had tremendous 
training at Inner Levels. 

The Sphere that had the greatest attraction for the individual 
Spirit Spark and the the one in which It chose to remain for the longest 
period of time, became the strongest radiation in that lifestream as well 
as the one which produced the most predominate band of color in the 
Causal Body. Thus it was that each Spirit Spark became, thru VOL 
UNTARY CHOICE, a member of one of the Seven Rays. It was purely 
voluntary dedication of Its Life. No one issued the edict - 'You are a 
First Ray man, or you are a Second Ray or Third.' Each individual 
Spirit chose, according to the Promptings of Its Own God Flame and 
this voluntary choice determined under which Ray It would eventually 
develop. Only those Spirits Who have passed thru the Seven Spheres 
and have drawn into Their Causal Bodies the seven bands of color have 
qualified for embodiment on the planet Earth. 

During this time the Elohim had completed the creation of the 
planet Earth, by focusing upon It a beautiful Fire Lotus composed of 
Their Seven Rays which, like a brilliant jewel adorning the Earth, was a 
signal to Helios and Vesta and the Cosmic Law that the Earth was now 
ready for habitation. 

At the same instant, the Manu drew before Him all the Spirits 
Who had passed thru the Seven Spheres and chose a number according 

to the momentums of energy represented by the bands of color in the 
Causal Bodies. He selected one out of three for incarnation, allowing 
the others to remain and wait for future opportunity. The Spirits in 
Whose Causal Bodies the blue color predominated, proving They were 
members of the First Ray, were the first ones chosen for embodiment. 
Thus the First Root Race was established upon the planet Earth. 

The call then went forth to the other Stars and Planets in our 
System for volunteer helpers who would act as Guardian Spirits to the 
Innocents Who were to enjoy evolution upon Earth. Guardian Spirits 
arc lifestreams of more mature consciousness Who have successfully 
passed thru a similar process of spiritual evolution on their Stars and 
Planets and sometimes even in other Systems. They came from Venus 
and from various Suns of this Galaxy, beautiful Beings who joined the 
Manu, saying They would be willing to go with the Innocents carrying 
t he certain momentums They possessed which would assist this new 
ruce. All was now in readiness. The call for the descent upon the planet 
Furth went forth from the Beloved Helios and Vesta. The great Seventh 
Sphere opened and the descent of the Holy Innocents began in orderly 
procession. Thus the Manu of the First Root Race and Its seven 
uh races came forth, together with His pupils. 

The Earth was created so beautifully by the Seven Elohim and the 
1111 of Even Pressure (known as God Pelleur) in Its (Earth's) center, 

1•111 forth a radiation that was visible as a soft glow beneath the Earth, 
fw ~rass, the flowers and the seas. The flowers were like flames and 

t lu-n- was no decay. At the end of its season of expression, each 
utunijestation just disappeared. 

Beloved Amaryllis, Goddess of Spring, Beloved Virgo and Nep- 
1 uur-, Aries and all the Beings of Nature had created such a magnificent 
l•.:iirth that when mankind first embodied upon It, there was little 
lilf1•1t•nce between the Earth (in Its Pure Virgin State) and the 
h,•1111t1ful Heavens (Spheres). 

l)J-:SCENT OF THE HOLY INNOCENTS UPON EARTH 

When the God-Parents (Helios and Vesta) gave into the keeping of 
1111, ',c•ven Great Elohim: Beloved Hercules, Cassiopeia, Orion, Claire 

l11l11m of Purity), Vista (also known as Cyclopea), Tranquility (Elo 
,, 1 of Peace) and Arcturus together with Their feminine Complements 

th,, nvponsibility for the creation of a habitable globe upon which 
n•rlii1n intelligent Spirits might evolve to God Perfection, the Elohim 
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projected from Their Own Hearts' Light the convex Rays which formed 
the cradle or matrix for the Earth. Where these masculine and feminine 
Rays met the Permanent Atom for the Earth was formed. This Atom 
contained within Itself the magnetic power by which the Universal 
Light Substance was drawn into this spherical form and, with the 
cooperation of the Builders of Form, the Nature Devas, and the 
Directors of the Forces of the Elements - the sea, the earth, the 
atmosphere (air) came into being with the Cosmic Fire in- 
terpenetrating all. 

One Cosmic day the work of creation was completed and the 
Elohim signified to the God-Parents (The Sun) that the planet Earth 
was ready for habitation. 

Three distinct types of Intelligent Life - Angels, man and ele 
mentals - were to be given opportunity to unfold their God Nature on 
this small Star, each contributing in some manner to the well being and 
progress of the other, and their combined Life-Force was ordained to 
weave the Spiritual bridge to tie the Earth to the Heart of God. 

As kind and loving parents prepare for the coming of an expected 
child long before the advent of the infant upon the Earth-plane, so did 
the God-Parents prepare for the Guardianship, sustenance and pro 
tection of the evolving lives who were to be called forth to people this 
Star. 

Mankind were to be given the opportunity to experiment with the 
creative centers of thought and feeling, and to learn to draw and mould 
energy into beautiful forms, becoming co-creators with their 
God-Parents and in time, builders of Suns and Stars of their own, in the 
ever widening circle of the rhythm of Life. 

To sustain the bodies of mankind, the Elemental Kingdom was 
sent Earthward, charged with the fiat to OBEY the every direction of 
man, to make for him 'coats of flesh', to keep these in repair and to 
materialize out of the primal substance of earth, air, water and fire the 
nourishment for the replenishing of his bodies, and the necessities and 
luxuries which would make his exile a happy and harmonious one. 

These elementals were put under the direction of Great Nature 
Devas and Builders of Form, and as they served mankind of Earth, they 
were promised evolution into the Kingdom of Directors of Elemental 
Life in the future. 
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To guard and nourish the Spiritual Nature of mankind and to help 
the development of the Inner Spark of Divinity into the Flame of 
Conscious Mastery, the Angelic Host was sent Earthward to stand by 
the side of mankind, radiating the Love, the Faith, the will of. the 
Father into the atmosphere and aura of the evolving God Con 
sciousness in every man. 

The Angelic Host was under the direction of the Seven Great 
Archangels Who came from the Central Sun of our System and abided 
within our physical Sun until the Elohim had prepared the planets 
which were to be Their charge out of the primordial and unformed 
Light Body of God. The Angelic Host, thru association with mankind 
and the Elemental Kingdom were promised that They, in time, might 
attain the estate of the Archangels and become Guardian Powers in 
Systems of Worlds yet unborn from the Consciousness of future Solar 
Lords. 

When the Elemental Kingdom had made verdant the Earth with 
produce and beauty, and the Angelic Kingdom had filled the at 
mosphere with the stimulating Essence of Godliness, the planet was 
reudy for the beautiful ceremony by which mankind was welcomed to 
the hospitality of a New Theatre of Evolution, filled with opportunity, 
promise, beauty and plenty. Then the descent of man into the world of 
form took place, a ceremony whose remembrance is written for all 
etr-rnity on the sensitive substance of Akasha, which will be revitalized 
md revivified one day for the enjoyment and education of all mankind. 

The Godhead charged the directed Ray into the Permanent Atom 
hich was to be the magnetic power holding the lifestreams destined to 

, vulve upon the planet within its orbit. 

The Great Nature Devas of every mountain, sea and plain vivified 
1 lw I .ife Wave thru the abundant verdant gifts of nature awaiting the 

11111r1g of man. 

l'he Angelic Host stood visible and tangible upon the surface of 
1h, L1rth looking upward as the Gates of Heaven opened, and the First 
l\11\ 111 a burst of Celestial Music suffused the Heavens with Its lovely 
zu«: Blue, and then formed a radiant pathway from the Heart of the 
1u1 to the planet Earth over which the first sons of men might, in 

di1t111ty, descend into embodiment. 

l'hcn before the eyes of the silent Witnesses and Visitors from 
ml11 r planets and systems, there appeared in the Open Gates of Heaven 
1111• l'tc·\C·nct• of the Prince of the Heavenly Host, LORD MICHAEL, 
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The Archangel, wearing the Crown of Immortality, clothed in the 
Light of the Central Sun from Whose Bosom He had come to guard 
and guide the children of Earth thru the centuries of experience in the 
life yet to come. The Earth, Itself, began to sing Her Cosmic Song, the 
Angelic Host poured out Their praise to His Presence at the coming of 
Their Lord, the Devas and Builders of Form joined the Spiritual 
Anthem with Their Majestic Overtones and the Sister Planets of our 
System added to the symphony of celestial sound. 

Archangel Michael, Son of the King of Kings, Angel of the 
Resurrection of the God Nature in Angel, man and elemental came to 
insure the safe return of every son of man, every Angel, and every 
elemental at the close of the Cosmic Day! 

Then began the Great Descent. Lord Michael sweeping Earthward 
along the Blue Fire Ray, which was anchored into the Earth in the 
vicinity of our present Rocky Mountain Range in the Northwestern part 
of the United States of America (Tetons). Behind Him with slow 
majestic grace came the Glorious Lord Manu of the First Root Race, a 
seven-pointed crown upon His Head, a mantle of Royal Blue upon His 
Shoulders; the embodiment of the Father God's Design for every 
lifestream who followed Him innocently into the world of form. 

Then began the descent ot tne innocents', the first group of 
mankind to be given an opportunity to embody and develop God 
Maturity on the Earth. One by one, or hand in hand, they came, 
following Lord Michael and the Manu, until the entire number 
designated by the Father for this first experiment in Earthly forms had 
descended, accompanied by myriads of Guardian Angels, the Pro 
tective Aura of the Seraphim and the Light of the Cherubic Hosts Who 
carried the atmosphere of Heaven in Their Shining Bodies and ef 
fulgent Auras enfolding Them. 

Thus, in great beauty, in limitless abundance, in the visible, 
tangible Presence of Lord Michael and the Angelic Host, and under the 
kindly guardianship of the Lord Manu Himself, the First Golden Age 
was entered into and enjoyed by the Sons of men. At the close of the 
Cycle, they easily and harmoniously followed their Manu up the 
Ladder of Evolution into their God Estate - Ascension - and the evening 
and the morning was the First Day. (Genesis 1:5) 

Thru all the succeeding cycles of time, as Ray after Ray provided 
the Pathway for the descent of new Spirits, Lord Michael has remained 
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n, the Guardian Over-lord of the Angelic Host, mankind of Earth and 
I he• Elemental Kingdoms, and He shall not fold His Cosmic Wings 
il>011t Him to return Home until the final Angelic Being is freed, the 
I 1,t man is redeemed and the last elemental returned to its perfect 
,•-.t.1h•. This is the Love of Lord Michael, Who like many others, is a 
I'uvouer of Love to the Life He serves. Thrice Blessed be His Sacred 

111wl 

I'l1Us, beloved ones, began a great pilgrimage which has continued 
to tilt' present day. Thus walked out of the Heart of Heaven, Sons and 
1)(111Khters of the Most High Living God, many of whom are now 
111pr 1,011ed in forms that are far, far less than the imperfection they 
hi11dd express. Do you not believe, then, that all this priceless energy 
rnd I .1fc· invested in you and others was for some great destiny? Then 
111 ym1 not be grateful to the God-Parents Who created you; the 

{~u ,,drn11 Spirits and Angelic Host Who have protected you; the 
len u-utuls that have sustained your body's life, as well as those 

i11{'t11f,.•rs of the Great White Brotherhood Who have remained Vol 
llHllr\ Exiles from the Glories of Nirvana so that you may find the 
l'A l'IIWAY BACK HOME? 

l'tww lovely Beings, (the Holy Innocents) coming to our beautiful 
rt 11, 11\111~ the" I AM" Consciousness, took Primal Life and holding 

!Ii 1111• nip of their minds to their own "I AM" Presence, received the 
II ul Cod in the form of ideas. Then they were able to mold those 

into ddinite patterns and fill them with the feeling of Love. 
IIJ-1 tlw llesh body, they externalized them in the physical ap- 
111m'II world by the Power of Precipitation. They built on Earth even 

11111)· 11.111 built in Heaven. The First Golden Age manifested the same 
plr\, tlH' same exquisite perfection that those beings knew at Inner 
h l'lll'tt' was not one in that Earth Cycle who did not complete 

HM" of evolution in perfect harmony. 

ft11, 1-1·1 011d Cycle was the same. The Beings in the Third Cycle 
1111 lorth. ln the use of the" I AM" Consciousness, the natural 

h of r• wit day was to tune into the "I AM" Presence, BECAUSE 
ll t'EI\ SELF AND THE "I AM" PRESENCE WERE ONE. 

11mllvidwd 'tuned into' his own Presence and the Divine Ideas for 
fh,"rd into his mind. So many magnificent ideas poured forth 

l11r t hut tlu- outer self could not fulfill them all. The outer self 
lhow id,·11, which would be of the greatest blessing to the 

11d EAC:11 DAY THE OUTER SELF WAS ABOUT THE 
II Fl\ !-11\lJSINJ-:SS It was all very beautiful. 
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Then came the human consciousness - that in which you live today 
and which has to be redeemed and transmuted back into your "I AM" 
Self again. 

COMING OF THE LAGGARDS (The Fall of Man) 

When the God Beings first came to the Planet Earth, the Glorious 
Presence of God within each one filled the entire form that They wore. 
The Immortal Three-Fold Flame was the garment of that Presence and 
was visible to the physical sight of all men. Angels, Gods and men 
walked together, no veil between, and labor by the sweat of the brow, 
disintegration and death, all those appearances were not known. 

Many, many ages have passed since this beautiful Planet Earth 
was created, since the harmony of creation radiating out from the 
bodies of the Elohim added to the melody and Music of the Spheres. It 
is many aeons of time since the pure electrons were drawn by Love 
from the unformed and builded into a planet of such shining beauty 
that even the Sun in Its heavens did not exceed Her in Light and grace. 

That was a gift from the Heart of Creation to the evolution who 
signified a desire to learn to control energy in a world of form. Flame 
flowers that never died, bodies that knew no disintegration or decay; 
precipitation and levitation, the God Gifts of each embodied Spirit; the 
Presence of the Angelic Host visible and tangible to the sight of all, the 
mighty Devas, Ascended Masters and Guardians designing and living 
within the Temples of Light, the constant Companions and Protectors 
of a happy and innocent evolution - that is the Earth as It was given 
from God's Heart and Hand to the mankind who asked for opportunity 
to embody upon the Earth. That is the Earth to which YOU came. That 
is the planet to which came the Great Lord Michael, with the first 
Mighty Manu, and settling in the heart of the Rocky Mountains, in 
Wyoming, U.S.A., drew the Power of the Elohim and created the first 
Spiritual Sanctuary and Retreat. 

In the course of a natural evolution, a process of fourteen thousand 
years, there should evolve the perfected consciousness of embodied 
Spirits, each Spirit spending two thousand years under each of the 
Seven Rays ... The Great Cosmic Wheel turning once in that period. 
The First Ray, the Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and Seventh 

Hays nourish the seven spiritual centers in the soul and consciousness 
for two thousand years in consecutive order, and at the end of fourteen 
thousand years, EACH INDIVIDUAL IS SUPPOSED TO BE A GOD 
MASTER OF EN£RCY AND VIBRATION HERE IN THE PHYS 
!( :AL APPEARANCE WORLD. 

But where fourteen thousand years should have sufficed, the 
Cmmic Wheel has turned THOUSANDS OF TIMES without drawing 
lo maturity many of those who belong to the evolution of this planet 

111I those who are the guests of the planet having come from other 
l.11\ This alone has made the planet very recalcitrant. When the 
uhviduals (laggards) came from the other planets they delayed the 
Ii 111-:n·ss, and as children have to repeat a grade in school over and over 
1nit1, so did the souls of men have to continue to expose themselves to 

I lie I urning of this Cosmic Wheel. 

Now the first three Root Races DID complete their evolution in 
tltut 1wriod of time of fourteen thousand years BEFORE THE COM 
INi: < >F THE LAGGARDS TO OUR SYSTEM. 

1'11t•n the Earth offered to accept certain lifestreams who had not 
llnirwd the development required to progress with their own planets 
11d S\ vtcms. Those Systems had to move on in a great forward push, 
mil,11 to that which the Earth is going to experience with the next 

I\H·ntr y1•ar period (several years of which have already elapsed); The 
11(>1 I CHEATIVE SCHEME has been delayed because of these 

h The Earth and Her evolutions being of a more condensed 
1111 tlu•rdort• slower) vibratory action than successive Systems, offered 
l11k,, rJ11 these · laggards' hoping by contagion and by pressure of 
Ill /'Y ntliin the Earth's people and their Guardian Spirits, to 

m t lww 'laggards' quickly. For a hundred years the priests and 
ln~1_·, Ill the Temples made C011tinuorn: llpplicntion for the pro 
Ill 11! tht• consciousness of the masses against impression and 
tlo11 thru proximity to those recal"itrant onPs of any irleas that 

ht 1t•i1,t1·r within the consciousness of the Earth people, which, up 
lhh ti1111• had seen and cognized nothing less than perfection. 

uw, huv« you thought about how those laggards came to enter 
rtli'~ atmosphere? They came thru the pure bodies of women 

il-tlllH lo tlus perfect, harmonious, innocent evolution, who offered 
I lw~n souls an opportunity for embodiment upon the Earth. 
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These women were chosen for their tremendous spiritual strength - so 
that the body elemental of the laggards and the heritage of good and 
evil tendencies might be mitigated by the pressure of the mothers 
during the period of gestation and early Earth life. 

So, these individuals were born of woman and it was one of the 
greatest sacrifices known in any Galaxy - the acceptance into their 
physical bodies, their consciousnesses and their homes of these in 
dividuals, whose emanation was such that is has drawn the Earth to Its 
present position today. Here, dear ones, is the point where you deserted 
your Beloved '' I AM'' Consciousness. When these laggards, after birth, 
grew to a certain age and the Holy Christ Self had to release a certain 
amount of their karma, they began to create in thought and in feeling 
(secretly) forms of an impure and distorted nature. That began to 
spread, and, like smog over a city, it became absorbed into the 
atmosphere and was picked up by the more sensitive consciousnesses of 
the Innocents who were accustomed to drawing only good from the "I 
AM" Presence and from It externalizing Divine Perfection. While the 
temptation could have been repelled, and the mind and feelings not 
accept or entertain those thought patterns and feelings - some among 
the race (in secret also) opened their consciousnesses to those thought 
patterns, allowed them to play in their feelings until finally there began 
to be externalized in form the beginning of the mass human im 
perfection (Maya). 

Curiosity - rebellion against holding true to the Divine Pattern •• n,i 
the use of thought and feeling in the creation of imperfection began the 
building of what you call the soul around the Holy Christ Self. It is a 
consciousness apart from the full Purity of God. The first thought that a 
man had that was imperfect and impure, energized by a secret feeling, 
was a cause, which, when sent out into the atmosphere, created an 
effect. The effect, like a boomerang, came back into the consciousness 
,m,.1 ---«ue a r<>"°rd. That record was the beginning of an impression. 
That energy sent out in a certain manner affected the lifestream in such 
a way that there began to be created a shadow between the "I AM" 
Presence and the outer consciousness of man. The individual en 
deavoring to contact the "I AM" Presen~e would find these t~amp 
thoughts and feelings interfering in the line of contact, until more and 
more imperfect grew his creations. The conscious use of thought and 
feeling was temporarily lost and finally those centers got completely 

0111 of control of the" I AM" Presence and Holy Christ Self and acted 
1ulq>cndently. Anything of imprefection the individual sees and 

1t•g1,tcrs in the mind until it becomes energized by the feelings and' 
hcconws form is what you might call a "frankenstein" creation. 
i'IHH1Kht and feeling, acting independently of God, and dwelling upon 
nip• dt-ction create unhappy conditions which (forgive Me) you live in 
or tlw most part today. 

Ihm the ages the creation of thought forms, the energizing of the 
1111/it forms by feeling, and the action that follows thru the flesh has 

11ft 1111 impure etheric consciousness. The soul is the accumulated 
11.trlo1m1ess of your experimental use of Life in action, reaction and 
"'''·"" 1,•s. The habit and nature of your soul is determined by how 

1 Item· used Life and how Life in turn has reacted in your experience 
ft.-r age. Your soul endures in embodiment and out of em 

lllrn nt Your soul will continue until it is transmuted by the 
11H11l d Victorious Three-Fold Flame in your heart at which time no 

1, there this shadow self (the personality) which imagines it is 
11rl thinks and feels apart from the Holy Christ Self! Your soul 
tluu each personality that you use. Today you have a name, you 

lx1111 111to a family, you live (if lucky) three score and ten, then you 
I)' 11s a personality, and that is no more, but the soul of you, in 
n ii· gurment, influences each personality that you wear, and if 
n• to look at an unbroken stream of your lives, say a hundred of 

n. m more, you would find that the soul in each personality has 
1 I,·" followed the same pattern. 

ow, we have to transmute millions and millions of these mas 
mdhig uersonalities in the matter of a few short years. We are, 
off•, r-ndeuvoring to teach you how to enter again into the 

I y of your own "I AM'' Consciousness, draw Primal Life, get the 
11s !tom your .. I AM" Presence and transmute the thought and 
pnll1•rns of your soul with their etheric rumblings and ten- 

1'111~11 in the mastery and control of your own Life ynn m~o~ 

111 h11ilcl anew as your God-Self would haYc m do until there are 
tlw personality, the soul and God- BUT GOD ALONE - and 

rr- 111sl11t1·d once again as the" I AM'' Consciousness - master of 
ii, 11 • 1 " nnd action; absolutely non-recordant to the im- 
1m nf tlw outer selves ur ..,,kars_ the impressions taken in so easily 

, 11\1°,, dwelt upon in secret and t"~- ..•.• alized in those vicious 
tll,11, of tlw ctheric body that manifests as disease af the soul, 

t 111111111•,h. 
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Now to go back to the 'laggards' who are the cause of the condition 
in which the Earth finds Herself today. The first Golden Ages are 
referred to as the time of the Garden of Eden when no lifestream used 
energy to create a discordant vibration and the Earth was as har 
monious as the Heavens. The peoples on Earth during the first Three 
Golden Ages completed their fourteen thousand years on the Earth and 
never knew discord at all. 

When the souls, spoken of as the 'laggards' came from the other 
planets and systems, what were they? They were CON 
SCIOUSNESSES just like yourselves, consciousness with the capacity 
to think and feel evil as well as good. 

GOD'S DIVINE PLAN FOR ALL 

The Divine Plan for man is that he became a Master of Energy and 
Substance at any point in the Universe. In order to do this, he must 
realize that all energy used in thought, feeling, spoken word and action, 
must be maintained in the pure state in which it issued forth from the 
Heart of God. Man is an embryonic God, and the original Plan was that 
man would attain his perfection and become Master in the cycle of 
14,000 years. Since the fall of man, this period has become very much 
extended, and although many have attained this perfection in the 
Ascension, many thousands still remain, and until these indicate a 
willingness to set aside their own impurities and step upon THE PA TH, 
the Earth's evolution is being seriously delayed. In this regard it should 
be recognized that nothing in the Cosmos is static. Planets, and even 
Suns, themselves, must evolve on a Plan toward a mighty goal of 
PERFECTION. Today the Earth is moving swiftly toward such a 
period of Cosmic Initiation, and those who will not agree to purify 
themselves sufficiently to be able to take part in this great moment, will 
find themselves in the same position as the laggard souls did so many 
centuries ago. Of course, it is a quite feasible assumption that those 
0~0 cnnls are the ones who refuse to purify themselves today, but the 
unfortunate part of tho matter is that they are influencing so many 
others who could reach to great heights if allowed to assert their own 
God-given free will concepts. 

THE ASCENSION AND NIRVA i\1,. 
When man reaches thP z-"'11n in his evolution where the material 

things of Earth •0••..i to lose their glamor, and he begins to reach out in 
<111:::: direction of Spiritual Enlightenment, at that moment he steps upon 

tlie Pathway to his Ascension. When this Ascension is attained, he has 
1111'11 reached the Goal of his Earthly evolution. He then becomes ONE 
itli his own "I AM" Presence; and therefore ONE with the Godhead 

11.M ll I le is Master of all energy and substance, and is free to travei the 
tll «xtent of the Cosmos. However, this is not the end of his evolution. 
,1111 this point, he commences a new period of evolution as a God 

111,t Ill which he may become even a Sun God in himself whereby he 
,,.[d command the energies of a planetary system and its inhabitants. 

!'ho st 1h' of consciousness beyond this point in the evolutionary scheme 
11:u ll, 1 ·11 termed "Nirvana" which is oftened referred to as "a state of 

hi t bliss." However, it must be clearly understood that this state is 
II ('\p.111sion of individuality, and once attained, may be renounced for 

11111 pose of giving greater service to Life. 

lit<11 , Note: Since the celebration of Christmas is symbolical of the birth of the 
'"'"' iousness in every man, bringing Ifs gifts of live to bless all life, we offer the 

111( ~rl<irt•\s by the &:loved. Master J~us on that consciousness which He attained 
l'Arlh hf,· and which 1s possible of attamment by all.) 

lklovc·d Children of Life, beloved Children of the Father, beloved 
h 11! many ages! You are those with whom I have shared so many 

1111w~1~,. stood before so many shrines, worshipped at so many 
t b1· long course of evolution. You have been seeking the 

l11n1 of Cod, the right use of the energy of life and the return of 
If l'C111\c·10us mastery. Within the heartbeat this mastery is part of 
111«•111lir.mt"<' of the days before the shadows fell on Earth, when 
ml w11111t·n walked in freedom, dignity and mastery. The use of 

111\t·c-ratcd and dedicated to widening the borders of that 
111clinK Kingdom of Heaven and the weaving into the pattern 
,t t ht· magnificent perfection known at inner levels of con- 

THE BELOVED MASTER JESUS 

t l,•,s, surging energy which propels the soul on the search 
ruotivatcd by those memories of the divine mastery and 
hich euch individual consciousness was born and to which 

l'111•lt 1·011s(·1011sness must again return. 

h to runvey to you through the spoken word a portion of My 
I\IW~5 which throughout the ages you have sought. That 
,,11.,,, ovorrumc the shadows, limitations, chains and ap 

,r t lu- world through confidence and trust in the power of 
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It is that confidence which comes through comtemplation, 
through application and through the dedication of your vital energies 
until no longer do your feelings swear allegiance to the shadows; until 
no longer are the energies of your auras set into turbulent motion by 
those frightening appearances (in truth these appearances have no 
more power than you give unto them); until each one of you comes into 
the full maturity of your own Christ consciousness. Such Christ 
consciousness has overcome all sense of allegiance to the appearances 
that frighten, distress and disturb the mankind of Earth. 

One such man anchored in feeling in the all-power of God is 
enough in any age to transform the energies of the masses. It is to 
educate and develop within your feelings that surety, that conviction, 
that the power of God invoked does act without fail.i.that We come 
again, again and again. In each such visitation We anchor a little more 
of the fire substance of Our worlds through your feeling worlds, your 
mind consciousness, your etheric bodies and your flesh. 

After such a visitation, there is another portion of the energies of 
your various vehicles that is permanently God qualified and God 
consecrated and that can never again be qualified with the creations of 
the human octave. 

Wise is he who places his consciousness within and who presses his 
bodies against the living Presence of the Masters of Wisdom and 
through contagion absorbs into the energies of his being that con 
fidence and faith in the power of the Almighty! 

To you who cling so strongly to the belief of the ages, it seems a 
slow process, this transmutation, this manifestation in works of that 
which your consciousness grasps mentally. Believe Me, however, the 
weaving of the chains and the drawing of the energies of limitation into 
your worlds has been an exceedingly slow process too. It has engaged 
the free will of your life and the use of your faculties for millions and 
millions of years. 

Therefore, be not discouraged in your first endeavors to set the 
worlds of your consciousness in order, to drive from your individual 
temples the many lurking fears and doubts, suspicions and un 
certainties. 

If you could see with the inner sight the centuries upon centuries 
that your lifestreams have spent in drawing those unpleasant visitors 
into vour temples, you would rejoice that you are finding freedom and 

access to the Kingdom of Heaven as speedily as you are. 

Mankind so loosely accept blessings. Even here below, the blessed 
Forces of the Elements that have served so ceaselessly through the ages 
have received in return scant thanks for their constancy. Without their 
service mankind could not have survived in the effuvia of their own 
thoughts and feelings. 

Still less has the Source of all light, (the Father-Mother God) 
received the gratitude from those who use His life so freely, pressing it 
through the senses in the wanton use of free will, in the enjoyment of 
every passing pleasure. People have such happiness in the use of life, 
yet loving life itself so little that neither reverence nor gratitude has 
gone to the Source which has sustained that life and that Individualized 
consciousness for millions and millions of years on this Earth alone, not 
to speak of those aeons of time before incarnation on the earth was a 
manifest fact. 

Mankind must come to an understanding today that the Source 
which supplies life, which gives intelligence, which endows each 
separate consciousness with free will, has a purpose in such an 
investment! Mankind must come back to its Source and, bowing the 
knee before It, ask for revelation as to that purpose. Then in humility, 
in gratitude for opportunity, proceed to weave out of their own lives the 
fulfillment of that purpose! 

Wherein is man's merit in doing the Will of God, the God from 
whence life itself has come? Oh! the joy that should be within the 
hearts of those who have even a mental concept of the Divine Plan! 
How willingly and joyously should the energies be consecrated to the 
fulfillment of that plan, to the exclusion of all personal interest! To 
think that in the course of one short Earth life, the iniquities of millions 
of years might be wiped out, should be a cause for tremendous 
gratitude. How wonderful to-know that in one life of gratitude in action 
there can be fulfilled the purpose for which individualization and 
sustenance of consciousness was ordained. 

Until mankind comes to this day, they shall not know happiness, 
they shall not know freedom. Those of you who have forsworn the 
world of pleasure; those of you who have returned to the feet of the 
Masters; those of you who have woven your energies through these 
years into the creation of these magnificent forcefields, are most 
fortunate among men and women, most fortunate that the vow which 
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you took before the Source of all light, is being fulfilled through your 
energies. At the close of this Earth life, when you stand again in the 
Halls of Karma, you may say, "I have fulfilled my purpose. I have 
fulfilled my vow. I have therefore returned with my sheaves of 
accomplishment in my hands." You will hear the words of the Father 
"Well done, thou good, thou faithful servant." 

Believe Me when I say, nothing matters on this Earth except that 
you make that record, that you hold those sheaves within your 
conscious hands and that you have endured unto the end; that you have 
waited the summons of your Presence and passed yet in active service 
into the Realms of Light! ... 

Your service is a voluntary one, Children of God. No one asked you 
to come and no one asked Me. No one asked the great Saint Germain or 
My Holy Mother to come-only the love of life, the love of God and the 
desire to see His Kingdom come prompted any lifestream to bend the 
knee before the Karmic Board. Only such love could take a vow to 
render a more than ordinary assistance; to bear a more than ordinary 
cross; to expiate karma not one's own and to abide in exile on a planet 
groaning on its axis! 

Remember, love prompted you to come and love must bind you 
together while yet you here remain! While that love for God beats 
strong in your heart, that love fills your feelings for the Master and that 
love passes through you for your fellow worker and your fellowman, 
you are secure! When that love turns to bitterness, to resentment, to 
rebellion, to spiritual inertia, or spiritual depletion, then within the 
privacy of your own hearts and rooms, call for the spiritual vitality, call 
for the spiritual assistance from above. Let it return to you that warmth, 
that joy, that enthusiasm which you knew before you took an earth 
body, when you stood with Saint Germain in the freedom of the inner 
levels and saw a planet God free. You then saw men and women in 
Freedom's robes; no sickness, no disease, no death known. More than 
once in the course of an Earth life is it necessary for cosmic vitality and 
the infusion of spiritual energy to sustain you. No man is complete in 
himself. The great and mighty Archangel Michael, the beloved Ga 
briel, the beloved Raphael, all the members of the Archangels sustained 
My Mother, My Father and Myself. During that night in Gethsemane, 
the presence of the Archangels gave to me the courage to renew My 
vow! When I was all alone; when those who loved Me best were 
sleeping; when the future held another sweet springtime, the birds 

sang sweetly and the early flowers were blooming, the salt spray from 
the sea was in My nostrils, and the vital fire of a body that never knew 
illness was invigorated by the pulsation of resurrection, then I choose to 
give that life! 

We see, on-better than you know-We see the individual deple 
tions and renewals! I but ask you to remember that as I received 
assistance, so may you! Wise are you that abide within it! Wise are you 
that expose your souls and spirits at every opportunity to the spiritual 
vitality that flows from the Archangels through the Earth . 

After the passing of My Father, one of the most difficult of My 
experiences was leaving My beloved Mother and making that pil 
grimage into the heart of Asia. There I met the Being Whom you know 
as the Divine Director. There I dwelt with Him, learning to measure in 
My Own consciousness and make My Own, the few short affirmations 
which He gave Me. One of the lessons which passed from His mighty 
consciousness to all of Us who gathered round Him, was that no prayer 
or mantrum, as He called them, no decree had efficacy unless the 
consciousness within itself, in feeling, both accepted and understood 
the truth affirmed. 

We were taught there the power of mental concentration upon the 
mantrum which was Ours to use and We were asked through the 
energies of Our Own forcefield, Our Own auras, to draw forth the truth 
of that mantrum until it was visible to the Guru. We were not given 
another application until every fibre and cell of Our beings confirmed 
Our affirmation and We had made it Our Own in practical, manifest 
fact. 

Some remained for thirty or forty years working on the phrase "I 
AM THAT I AM." Some remained an entire embodiment upon "I Am 
the Resurrection and the Life." There was no favoritism. There was 
nothing that could forward Our progress except the externalized truth 
which was contained within the portion of the Law which the Guru 
gave to us. He gave it to us sparingly as though the breath of life 
contained within that aphorism could never be used again until the 
Kingdom was at hand! 

Mankind and the world does not realize the reverence with which 
the great Masters and Teachers, the Sages and Saints, treat life. 
Mankind that devours truths, · digests them little and makes them not 
their own, has much to learn about the disciplines that accompany the 
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development of consciousness within the Retreats of the world. 

Many, many who applied to the Divine Director were not even 
given a single worded expression throughout that embodiment, for that 
great Being did not feel that their light and consciousness warranted 
the investment of His energies and the corresponding responsibility 
which would enter the world of the student, if he could not make the 
truth fact! 

These aspirants sat within the aura of the Master throughout an 
entire embodiment, just content to touch the hem of His garment 
(aura). They were content to feel their own weak spiritual energies 
flowing upward on His constant upsurge of adoration and devotion to 
God. They were hoping that perhaps within their own aura some day or 
hour there might be kindled a magnetic spark which would draw even a 
flicker of interest from His eyes, a nod of His head or the benediction 
from His hand, and genuflecting to the ground when such recognition 
was accorded them without a spoken word. 

For Myself I joined those pilgrims with no announcement. I sat 
with the others in the nameless circle· and the Master in deep con 
templation and meditation, made no sign that He knew of My 
presence. I was not heralded as the Messiah, or singled out for favors. I 
was to rise or fall like any man or woman on My own light. I would not 
have wished to have it otherwise! When mankind and students who 
strive for · place' come to an understanding of this, their hearts will 
know peace. 

The moment the pupil is ready, the Master appears! The moment 
the pupil is ready for more knowledge, the knowledge is given. The 
moment the consciousness is ripe, the fruit is plucked. The moment the 
Earth is tilled, the new seed is sown. We, Who seem now so prolific in 
sowing of Our seeds, do so because long after your world' cycle is 
completed, and you stand in the God-free realm, there will be man and 
women who will base their life upon this Law. As One Who took so 
eagerly that single phrase "I Am the Resurrection and the Life" so 
grateful that I had been accorded the privilege and the honor of 
receiving from the lips of the Guru some workable knowledge to make 
My Own, I say to you who are so blessed, receiving this instruction 
without limit, you would be wise to reverence the gift and counsel 
given. 

Forty-eight hours after I had received that affirmation "I Am the 

Resurrection and the Life" as you know, the fullness of My mission was 
revealed to Me and I had accomplished the purpose of My visit. I shall 
ever be grateful to that Blessed One Who gave Me the key. Remember, 
however, I prepared the soil for its sowing and after it was given Me, 
My life had to nourish and develop the plant and the harvest. When I 
left there was no farewell. The circle of hopeful ones did not even know 
one pilgrim was removed from their midst. The Master did not even 
open His eyes or gesture. All the way back across the hot sands of India, 
across the rough stones of the hills, I rejoiced over and over in the 
richness I had received from the Being, in that phrase alone-" I Am 
the Resurrection and the Life." I builded from it a ministry that stands 
today as a manifest example that it is not necessarily the amount of 
knowledge but the application of the knowledge given which brings 
results-themselves a proof of Mastery and Freedom to mankind! 

Take not these words and this instruction lightly! Take it home, 
into your consciousness and into your heart. Weave into manifest form 
around you an aura so that your Guru looking upon you will say "this 
student is ready to be entrusted with more truth, with greater powers, 
with a deeper understanding of the Law." 

THE LAW OF FORGIVENESS 

To call upon the Law of Forgiveness is to comply with a Divine 
Edict whereby an individual may obtain remission of his own personal 
transgressions of the Law of Life or that of any other part of Life for 
which he cares to call it forth. The application of the Law of For 
giveness is simple in the extreme for it is merely the purgation of the 
soul of all imperfect karma preparatory to the complete submission of 
the outer self to the Holy Christ Self within. The student should first 
invoke the" I AM" Presence and then one or more of the Divine Beings 
on the Seventh Ray, which is the Ray of Mercy and Forgiveness, and 
then ask for the transmutation of all imperfections, known or unknown, 
into the perfection of some God Quality or Virtue. The Law of 
Forgiveness should always precede any form of decree work either by 
an individual or by a group. 

THE VIOLET TRANSMUTING 
FLAME OF PURIFICATION 

This is an activity of the Sacred Fire qualified with the God Power 
of Transmutation. It is a gift to the people of Earth from the Ascended 
Master Saint Germain as are all of the activities of the Seventh or Violet 
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Ray which is to be the enfolding Presence of the NEW AGE for the next 
2,000 years. Transmutation means the replacing of one substance by 
another and this is exactly what the Violet Fire does - it replaces 
imperfection with God Perfection. It also sublimates ( refines by Fire) 
all that is less than perfection. The Violet Transmuting Flame may be 
invoked by the student and blazed thru his soul, his being, his world 
and his affairs to bring this God Perfection into everything with which 
he associates himself, and it may also be called forth into any condition 
that he feels requires this service - whether it be local, national or 
planetary. 

The Cosmic Wheel, which allows the play of certain Spiritual 
Stimuli upon the Earth and inner bodies of Her people, has one 
complete revolution in every fourteen thousand years. During this time 
each of the Seven Rays is given two thousand years of opportunity to 
play upon Earth and give the nourishment and love of Its particular 
quality to the evolving life upon It in order to unfold the spiritual 
nature of each of Its component parts. 

The Cosmic Cycle is divided into minor cycles of two thousand 
years, each one under the direction of a Great Being especially 
dedicated to a particular· quality of the Godhead necessary to the 
evolution of the Earth Life for that period. 

These Beings are called Chohans of the Rays' - the word 'Chohan' 
meaning 'Lord', and the word 'Ray' the radiation, color and activity of 
each of the Seven Spheres which make up the Aura of God. 

The first 2,000 year cycle is under the direction of the Chohan of 
the First Ray (at present the Ascended Master El Morya), representing 
the Will of the Father or First Person of the Holy Trinity. This Being 
sets the pattern for the religious, governmental and individual evo 
lution of the souls taking embodiment in that cycle. He embodies the 
Will of the Father. 

The second 2,000 year cycle is under the direction of the Chohan 
of the Second Ray (at present the Ascended Master Lanto), rep 
resenting the Second Person of the Trinity - the Son. His office is 
dedicated to the development of the qualities and precepts laid down 
by the Will of the Father under the First Ray. 

The last 10,000 years of the Cosmic Cycle is under the direction of 
the Great Being called the Maha Chohan - 'Maha' meaning Great and 
'Chohan' meaning 'Lord' - Who represents the Third Person of the 

Trinity, or the Holy Spirit to the Earth. His office is so diversified in Its 
nature, in that He is responsible for externalizing the Will of the 
Father, with the cooperation of the Son, thru every expression of Life 
on the planet - mineral, vegetable, animal and man - that He has 
chosen to subdivide the 10,000 years of His reign into five minor cycles 
of 2,000 years each, thus completing the 14,000 year period of the 
Cosmic Cycle. 

At the head of each of these minor cycles, the Maha Chohan has 
placed a Great Being, representative of the Ray and Sphere PRESENT 
LY ACTIVE, Who is particularly dedicated to the qualities and nature 
that are to be developed in the evolving lifestreams during that period. 
The Maha Chohan holds the Office of Advisory Director to all of the 
Seven Chohans in the Great Cosmic Cycle. 

The remaining five Chohans under the direction 
Chohan are- 
Third Ray 
Fourth Ray 
Fifth Ray 
Sixth Ray 
Seventh Ray 

Ascended Lady Master Rowena 
Ascended Master Serapis Bey 
Ascended Master Hilarion 
Ascended Lady Master Nada 
Ascended Master Saint Germain 

of the Maha 

The Cosmic Wheel has now turned to a point where the last of the 
sub-rays of the Maha Chohan is to be emphasized in Its outpouring. In 
this final cycle, every lifestream on the planet is expected to put forth 
its extreme effort to fulfill the Plan for which it was created. As each 
new minor cycle opens, a NEW METHOD of incorporating the 
energies is presented to the people. 

Therefore, the Seventh Ray is the final One to pour Its Life-giving 
Essence upon thePlanet and is the One which b NOW PRESENTLY 
ACTIVE AND WILL BE FOfl fHE NEXT 2,000 YEARS. The 
Ascended Master s~int Germain is the Chohan in charge of this Ray of 
Ceremon=! and Transmutation thru the Violet Fire of Mercy and 
r.ove, Its service to the planet and its people lies in the education of the 
consciousness of unascended beings as to how they can invoke, direct 
and sustain Spiritual Forces for the upliftment of all Life; and how they 
may assist in the purification and transmuting of the "evil creations" 
which have resulted from the imperfect use of Primal Life Essence thru 
centuries of time. 

Each individual is held responsible for all the precious Life energy 
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he has ever used, and in the Law of the Circle, all of the causes which 
he has set up thru countless aeons of time, which MUST COME BACK 
TO HIM who is their creator (as you sow, so do you reap) to be 
SUBLIMATED thru Divine Love and Mercy. If the recoil of that 
energy is not to be experienced as pain or suffering either in this or 
another embodiment, or in distressing experiences between em 
bodiments. 

There is never a mix-up in the return of anyone's energy; each 
returning wave knows unerringly its own generator - THE COSMIC 
LAW IS EXACT. The moment the returning energy touches the aura 
of its creator, it settles down and begins to germinate seeds which 
produce a HARVEST according to its nature. If the outgoing energy 
( thoughts, feelings, words and actions, also reactions) are harmonious 
and kindly, the return to the individual will be peace and plenty; if the 
energy sent forth were of a discordant or harmful nature, then .the 
harvest to the individual will be bitter and painful. Jesus made no idle 
statement when He said' As ye sow, so shall ye reap.' 

Mankind have forgotten that while they have fallen from their 
Godly Estate, yet, thru the Love of the Eternal Father, they have never 
been divested of the CREATIVE POWER contained in their thoughts, 
feelings, spoken words and actions. They have not realized that THEY 
THEMSELVES HAVE CREATED EVERY EXPERIENCE in their 
worlds, both good and bad. Students of the New Day, however, are 
learning that they also possess the power to transmute by means of the 
Violet Fire of Transmuting Love the unhappy experiences that make 
their lives so uncomfortable. 

Individuals have lived, loved and hated century after century, life 
after life, and the Master Jesus has said that man is responsible for 
every 'jot and tittle' of energy which he has ever used. 

To become free from the mistakes ot thvu.ght, feeling, word and 
action thru countless centuries, all individuals come to th«\ Place where 
they realize they will have to MAKE SACRED (purify) thru the l'la.~ 
in their hearts, all of the energies they have wrongly used in all of the 
embodiments they have ever had. When thatis understood. it becomes 
a joy, because you become centered in this Fire of Purification and all 
the energy that is returning to you thru the experiences of each day, is 
sanctified by welcoming it and BLAZING THE VIOLET FIRE THRU 
IT, transmuting and returning to your Causal Body as added power - 
the wonderful Law of the Circle. 

The Violet Transmuting Flame of Love, Mercy, Compassion and 
Forgiveness is the TOOL that gives this tremendous assistance in the 
redemption of your energy. It is the Violet Flame by which you can 
purify your own miscreations. Joyously and vigorously use it! First, set 
your own world in order - FORGIVE AND BALANCE your energies 
toward all Life before you use it. Jesus said 'Forgive us our trespasses 
AS (in like manner) we forgive those who trespass against us'. It shall be 
done unto you according as you do unto others and the efficacy in the 
use of this Violet Transmuting Flame of Mercy is to take the time to 
BECOME the Mercy Flame first in feeling and in THOUGHT TO 
ALL OF LIFE. What you wish for others, you must give first, then you 
shall receive it. You desire to have Freedom - those of you who have 
suffered bodily distress and mental confusions - if you could but 
TRULY FORGIVE ALL OF LIVE, and THEN use this Flame, you 
could be FREE IN LESS THAN AN HOUR. 

It is a most comforting and helpful truth to know that the 
FORGIVENESS OF GOD for that mis-use of His energies is ALWAYS 
available to those WHO WANT IT. The 'eternal damnation' pro 
pounded to emphasize fear, superstition and blind obedience to human 
concepts IS NOT TRUTH! No more than real understanding parents 
can or would deny their children forgiveness for error, could a God of 
Mercy deny His children forgiveness and absolution of their mistakes! 
Whatever the sin - whatever the past mistakes - whatever the causes 
and cores of impurity and imperfection which have been set up in the 
inner bodies, THERE IS A CONSCIOUS WAY to transmute and 
sublimate these errors thru the Mercy of God and the daily use of the 
Violet Fire of Mercy which is the Ordained Service of the Seventh Ray 
under the direction of the Beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain. 

When man comes to a reahzation that his own mis-use of energy 
has caused all the distress and limitation which he experiences, he is 
then ready for the instruction upon the use of the Sacred Fire of 
Transmutation - The Violet Flame. Until this point is reached, each 
individual is either rebellious against God and circumstances or sub 
missive to conditions, feeling that these unhappy experiences are the 
WILL OF GOD, (which, of course, is a fallacy, since the Will.of God is 
only GOOD)! When the consciousness of man is illumined to the fact 
that he, himself, is the creator of all his distress, then can great 
assistance be given to him to dissolve the cause and core of all 
limitations and he will KNOW PERSONAL MASTER)' over energy 
and vibration. 
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M ankind for the most part, have been mercifully protected from 
knowing what they have done with God's beautiful energy (their own 
Life) and their own originally beautiful emotional, mental, etheric and 
physical bodies and have not understood that every distress, including 
so-called death, LIES WITHIN THEIR OWN PAST AND PRESENT 
USE OF THIS GOD ENERGY; but when it is understood that the 
LAW OF THE CIRCLE (cause »nd effect) IS INEXORABLE, each 
one then begins to desire to MAKE THINGS RIGHT. 

The FORGIVENESS OF GOD is more than a phrase. It is a 
SCIENCE OF DIVINE ALCHEMY. Energy is obedient to the 
thought, feelings, spoken word and action of man and each one's aura is 
filled with the narticularlv qualified energy which HE has put there 
thru the centuries he has lived. When an individual calls on the LAW 
OF FORGIVENESS and uses the VIOLET FIRE, he taps the already 
qualified energy of the UNIVERSAL "I AM" PRESENCE and the 
Divine Beings Who have prepared that sublimating power for just such 
a day. ACCEPT that power of this Violet Fire to actually TRANS 
MUTE AND RAISE the energies of the lower bodies (physical, etheric, 
mental and emotional), and by constant endeavor, the results will 
PROVE to the outer consciousness the efficacy of this Violet Fire to 
transmute in a painless and harmonious way energy which would 
otherwise be most distressing. 

Jesus was well acquainted with the GRACE of Fosgiveness and the 
Violet Fire. He often said "Thv sins are forgiven thee". and according 
to the ACCEYfANCE of that torgiveness, did those who asked tor 
relief from distress, experience it in the outer physical body. 

The knowledge of the presence of the Violet Fire, Its use, and the 
feeling of the acceptance of Its efficacy is of the utmost importance to 
the earnest student. Mercifully, individuals do not remember all the 
various activities in which they have been engaged thru the ages, but 
ENERGY DOES REMEMBER and remains qualified by its original 
creator until it is consciously transmuted into perfection. 

The human kingdom, the bird life, the nature kingdom and the 
animal kingdom are all bound by innumerable connections (karmic 
links) created thru aeons of associations. The safest, surest way of 
freeing the soul from the fetters of unpleasant associations (most of 
which are not even known to the outer self) is to sincerely and deeply 
call on the Law of Forgiveness for all mis-qualified energy, all the way 

back to the time of one's individualization and ask the Angels of the 
Violet Fire to assist all who truly WANT TO FORGIVE and then truly 
ACCEPT forgiveness. Thus the Law of the Circle can be a HAPPY 
experience, when the student creates and sends forth ONLY CON 
STRUCTIVE CAUSES and" then subsequently reaps only HAPPY 
EFFECTS. 

CORONATION OF SAINT GERMAIN 
1954 

Once every two thousand years, a New Ray strikes the Earth, and as 
the Cosmic Wheel turns (14,000 years for one complete revolution) the 
Chohan who is presently the Representative of that Ray is crowned the 
Cosmic Authority for the evolution of the planet and its peoples during 
this time. 

The Sixth Ray (presently under the supervision of the Ascended 
Master Jesus) completed Its Service January 1, 1954, and - allowing for 
a certain time of overlapping energies - the Seventh Ray officially 
began Its Cosmic Outpouring on May 1, 1954. The Activity from 1930 
to 1954 (a 24 year period) was a preparatory activity - a John the Baptist 
Endeavor. 

On May 1, 1954, at SHAMBALLA, the Great Ceremony of 
transferring the Crown, Sceptre, Sword and Vestments of the Of 
ficiating Chohan (the Ascended Master Jesus) to the New Chohan (the 
Ascended Master Saint Germain) took place. 

The CROWN which symbolizes this AUTHORITY came to Earth, 
with the first mankind to embody, upon the Head of Archangel 
Michael, and every two thousand years since then it has been trans 
ferred to the Authority of the succeeding Ray. Thus, in 14,000 years, 
the seven presiding Chohans would wear It for 2,000 years. 

Hence, it is 14,000 years since a Chohan of the Seventh Ray wore 
the Crown, but only 2,000 years since a Chohan (as Chohan) received It 
from His Predecessor - the Sixth Ray receiving from the Fifth. 

Fourteen thousand years ago, at Peiping in China, KWAN YIN, as 
the then presiding Chohan of the .Seventh Ray received the Crown 
from the then acting Chohan of the Sixth Ray (in the last cycle or round 
of the Cosmic Wheel). 

Thus, having the Coronation while the Temple at Peiping is 
presently open is no happenstance, nor is the opening of the Tran- 
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sylvania Retreat as the first Retreat to be honored after this Coronation 
is likewise not by happenstance. 

The Master Jesus, resplendent in an exquisite cloak and train 
(cloth of gold with doves woven into it) HIMSELF placed the Crown 
upon the Head of the Master Saint Germain, as the entire assembly 
sang the spiritual words to the tune "God Save the King." 

The Lord of the World HIMSELF (Sanat Kumara) placed in Saint 
Germain's hands the Sceptre of Authority and Power for the evolution 
of all Angels, humans and elementals in the next 2_,000 year cycle. The 
Maha Chohan gave to Him the symbolic dress sword (representing the 
Power of the Holy Spirit to activate the particular Ray blessing the 
Earth with all the Life at His command). Saint Germain's first act was 
to place a Crown upon the Head of Beloved Portia, The Goddess of 
Justice and Opportunity (His Twin Flame). 

Every member -of the Hierarchy then came forward in order of 
rank and knelt before the New King (Saint Germain), gave allegiance 
and offered some specific Blessing from Their Own Life. Angels and 
Elementals likewis ~ swore fealty, and then members of the human race, 
present in their finer bodies, did likewise. The Procession of Homage 
took twelve hours. 

As the Violet Ray is now the Cosmic Authority for the next 2,000 
years, the students will feel more power and efficacy in Its use from 
now on. 

The Ceremony took place at SHAMBALLA rather than the First 
Realm so more people could attend in etheric consciousness, for the 
memories stored in the etheric body help the outer mind and self to 
cooperate, as those that are stored only in the Higher Mental Body 
(Holy Christ Self) are too ephemeral for the average student to absorb 
and enjoy. 

After the Coronation, the Lords of Karma examined the souls 
choosing to incarnate in the next twelve months. As Saint Germain's 
Twin Ray was vested with Cosmic Authority (along with Him), and as 
She is the Goddess of Opportunity (for it is only just to give all life 
opportunity), the Ascended Host felt it best to hold the final decisions 
about the incoming souls until the Goddess of Opportunity (a member 
of the Karmic Board) had received Her Cosmic Vestment. 

The tremendous Light, Impetus and Spiritual Obedience of the 
Members of the Kingdom was contagious and the 500,000,000 
applying for re-embodiment were deeply impressed. 200,000,000 of 
fered immediately to take the Vow to Sanat Kumara, and 100,000,000 
after witnessing the tremendous Ceremony as the first 200,000,000 
together knelt pledging the Unfed Flame a Vow, also offered. Then a 
great body of discarnates - half of the 6 billion - came into the 
atmosphere around SHAMBALLA. They also pledged the Unfed 
Flame a Vow, and four dear souls came from the compound. (Par 
ticularly pray for them now to take the Light back to the compound 
and, generally, to make good). 

Saint Germain said, at the moment the Crown was placed on His 
Head, the Silent Watcher poured into His Consciousness (symbolized 
by the Crown - feminine .activity) the entire pattern for the next 2,000 
years for each soul. He said He had to exercise wisdom and restraint not 
to rush out and start to set the entire plan into motion. 

The Sceptre (masculine activity) symbolized the drawing of the 
seed ideas - the Crown, the fertile consciousness in which they are 
developed. The Sword, the manifest expression of the two. However, 
the tendency is, when one gets an idea, not to allow .it to mature in the 
consciousness, but to send it forth" an incubator baby," or" still born." 
He counselled wisdom in accepting divine promptings and letting them 
develop in the silence (as Mother Mary did the Beloved Jesus) and then 
having a perfect manifestation in God's good time. 

THE CAUSE OF FREEDOM must first be established that the 
full effect of Freedom may be felt. There are Mighty Individuals who 
have served the Cause of Freedom for centuries in various activities 
where mankind desired to have the fruits of Freedom and knew 
instinctively that the fruits came to those who served the Cause. 

What is the CAUSE of Freedom? 
It has been paraphrased thru the centuries wherever men were 

stirred to valorous action on behalf of country, king or God, and yet if 
they were asked to define that CAUSE, I guarantee that there are few 
who could accurately express an understanding of Freedom's Cause. 

What is the CAUSE OF FREEDOM? 
GOD. The God identity of every man has within ·a the inherent, 

inbred realization that Freedom and Godliness are ONE. 
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The Divine Fiat of Life is expansion, unfoldment, perfection, all of 
which qualities require Freedom in order to manifest. A tightly closed 
rosebud requires Freedom to become a full blown rose. Even the Power 
of Helios & Vesta (Sun God & Goddess) requires Freedom to shine. An 
animal, plant, tree or man requires Freedom to breathe. There is no 
such thing as progress or evolution, or, in fact, Being, without Free 
dom. You might say - Freedom is God stretching out His Arms to 
increase. Freedom is God in action. The quiescent God sleeping thru 
the solar night does not taste of nor enjoy the fruits of Freedom, but 
when the first stirring takes place in the cosmic dawn of a solar system 
or the birth of a bird -- Freedom stirs. 

I AM the SUN of Freedom. It is My great privilege to expand the 
Cause of Freedom on the Earth plane. It is not a quality which is 
injected into a lifestream, for love of Freedom is as inherent within Life 
as is the Love of Life Itself. 

Freedom and Expansion are one. 
Freedom and Activity are one. 
Freedom and God are one. 

And in this New Day dedicated to the Freedom of the entire 
Planet and this system of worlds, you will see the God Power stretching 
forth and bursting the chains of limitation. 

A COSMIC INVESTMENT 

This vesture in which you find yourselves is a Cosmic Investment 
made in conjunction with the Investment of Saint Germain and His 
CAUSE. 

The Cause of Freedom was born in God's Heart ere the first Flame 
was created, for God desired All His Creation FREE! 

Many Causes were thus set up 'before the world was' and are not 
created necessarily by those who chose to invest their own lifestreams in 
carrying that Cause and Its ultimate beneficial effect to the race as a 
whole. Other Intelligent Beings, pondering on ways to serve God's 
plan, evolve out of Their Own Consciousness a Cause and sooner or 
later bring that same Cause into incarnation and successfully or 
otherwise serve It, interest others in It and leave Its effect as a heritage 
to the people. 
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When a Cosmic Desire of God's Heart pulsates in the Higher 
Heavens, waiting to be claimed, ensouled and lowered by one of His 
children, it is so finely attuned and vibrates so quickly that it is neither 
visible or palpable, even to tremendously evolved Beings, except where 
Their own interests and leanings have created in Them a sympathetic 
vibration. Thus, a Being would have had to love Freedom, serve 
Freedom and desire Freedom for centuries, before a Cosmic Pulsation 
would be even discernible in the Blazing Cosmic Light that is the 
Desire World or the Godhead. 

Such a Being is Saint Germain. He finally achieved a personal 
evolution sufficient to perceive God's Desire to bring Freedom to the 
Planet. (The ability to perceive the presence of any blessing is one of 
God's most Blessed Gifts and is only developed by the humble, 
listening heart. ) 

When Saint Germain (among all the Hearts in Heaven) pierced 
thru God's Aura and entered the most Sacred Place of the Most High, 
He saw 'unclaimed as yet' the Cause God had set up before the world 
was, and which one day must, by the nature of Its Being, have an effect 
which would be manifest as Unconditional Freedom for every part and 
particle of His Creation - Love which had answered before the call - 
God providing before the need. 

Saint Germain's Heart thrilled at sharing the Father's Sacred 
Desire. He loved that Cause and prayed and prepared that some day 
He might be worthy to ensoul that Cause with His Own Flame and 
carry it down to the World of Men that Its effect might externalize on 
the screen of maya. 

The Great Central Sun Itself would call the Being prepared to 
carry His particular Cause to fulfillment, either when the cosmic hour 
for Its birth had come, OR if some Child of Heaven had anticipated 
that Hour and become the Fit Vessel for Its incarnation before the 
hour. 

When any Being becomes ready to be invested with a Cosmic 
Cause, the Law of Magnetic Attraction begins to pull on the Heart of 
God and the Cause that has lain therein, starts on Its downward course 
to join Itself with the call from below. Thus, does the Godhead become 
aware of the readiness of the race for greater blessings. 

From the foregoing, beloved ones, you surely must realize how 
tremendous is OUR INVESTMENT IN YOU. 
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For our Beloved Saint Germain to bring the Cosmic Design of 
Freedom into manifestation on the Planet Earth, it is self evident that 
the vibratory action of the Earth must quickly be raised from the low 
rate at which It is now pulsating. You, children, are so greatly 
privileged to have a conscious part in this redemptive progress. 
According to your heart desire and the following thru, in daily service 
of channeling the Light of the Planets Venus, Uran us and Mars into 
Earth, shall you prove to your Friend and Mine, our Beloved Saint 
Germain that you are Sons and Daughters of Freedom in Truth and not 
just so-called 'inactive friends' who get a certain personal benefit to the 
outerself in the affirming of the above, with the lips and not from the 
heart! 

I bring this to your attention, for in My Heart I KNOW you 
believe this opportunity which is presented to you is so precious that 
you, in your constancy and faithfulness, will be daily alert to serving in 
this capacity with US as true Sons and Daughters of the Cause of 
Freedom. 

Vesta, Goddess of the Sun 

We are not in a day or time when entertainment of the intellect or 
peace to the sea of emotion is the order that brings the presence of the 
God---. We are in an hour when We are willing and desirous of 
investing countless tons of primal substance - in any lifestream - no 
matter what the condition of the vehicles in which it functions - 
providing such an one is willing to live now for the Cause - rather the 
sinner intent on the evolution of the race, than the saint intent upon his 
own---. 

THE POWER OF TRANSMUTATION 

Slowly but surely it is dawning in the outer consciousness that the 
Power of Transmutation (perfecting the quality of one's own returning 
energy or projected energy from another lifestream) is _a possibility and 
by PHACTICE the outer self will become more cognizant of such 
power of transmutation and the binding Laws of Karmic Retribution 
will no longer restrict the aspiring lifestream, The Great Beloved "I 
AM" Presence will hasten this transmutation when called into action 
and thus save the outer self even the knowledge of much of that 
wherein he has erred. Remember 'to err is human - but to forgive is 
Divine'! 

If the students in their earnest desire to receive forgiveness and to 
experience the full efficacy of the Violet Fire of Divine Compassion in 
wiping out their own mistakes and that of all mankind, would ask to 
FEEL the Intelligent Consciousness of the Violet Fire Itself, that would 
greatly accelerate the Power of Divine Alchemy in their worlds and 
affairs. The INTELLIGENCE within the Violet Fire is known as 
BELOVED HOLY AMETHYST. Her first activity when called into 
action is to express gratitude of the OPPORTUNITY of serving Life to 
set it free. 

The individual whose consciousness literally leaps forth at the 
opportunity to forgive some transgression of the Law, and particularly 
some injustice toward self, is ONE with the Nature and Feeling of this 
Flame of Mercy which so joyously responds to the invitation to 
transmute mankind's mistakes whenever called into action. 

THE MANTLE OF LIGHT (Tube of Light) 

As the name implies, the Mantle of Light is an activity of God 
Protection which must be consciously and regularly invoked by the 
individual to ensure its efficacy. When man first individualized upon 
the Earth, this Mantle of Light was a Tube of Natural radiation which 
emcompassed his aura, but as he gradually moved away from the God 
Consciousness, this Stream of Light became smaller and smaller, until 
today, in the l!Verag_e person, it is scarcely larger than a lead_pencil. The 
tlow of this Light Substance mto the heart is known as the Silver Cord, 
and is the anchor of the God Life within the individual. Around it is a 
golden stream of energy thru which the "I AM" Presence precipitates 
into the individual's world the accumulated good from the Causal 
Body, and also thru which any Divine Being, when invoked, will pour 
forth His or Her Virtues or Qualities for the use of the student and the 
benefaction of all mankind. These qualities may vary according to the 
requirement, but the wise student builds a momentum of a specific 
quality or virtue within his Mantle of Light that may be called upon in 
times of crises to flow forth at his direction when and where necessary. 
The sphere of influence of one's Mantle of Light is dependent upon the 
amount of conscious dedication to a particular God Virtue, and it is 
necessary that rhythmic and regular application be made to one's "I 
AM" Presence for the sustaining and expanding of this great protective 
activity around the individual. 
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FREE WILL 

One of the initial gifts from the God- Parents to each lifestream, 
first created fresh and beautiful from the Heart of the Universal, was 
FREE WILL and that Free Will has followed all individuals - those 
who stayed on the Pathway of Light and those who wove for themselves 
the shadows and the pathway of darkness. Free Will for the Angels, 
Archangels, Seraphim and Cherubim is always constant joyous obe 
dience to the Divine Pattern and Plan, and Free Will for many caused 
them never to desire to embody upon this planet. Free Will has caused 
other lifestreams to experiment with thought and feeling, to draw thru 
thought and feeling, forms that have finally encased the lifestream in 
conditions of great distress. 
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The Holy Trinity Picture is a Visual representation of our rela 
tionship with our own individualized Presence of God, which the 
Ascended Master Saint Germain calls the "I AM" Presence - also 
referred to as the Electronic Body, represented here by the upper 
figure. 

This is a body of brilliant, blazing Light, wholly pure and perfect, 
abiding in the Realms of Light, usually in what is known as the Fourth 
Sphere, being of much higher rate of vibration than the physical realm. 

The stream of Electronic Light (the Silver Cord) flowing from the 
Heart of the Electronic Body likea great_Iiverentering into the top of 
the head of the physical body and anchoring at the heart center is the 
Light, the Life, the Substance, the Intelligence and the Energy by 
which we think, feel, speak, move and have being in a physical form 
upon this planet. This stream of Electronic Light is composed of 
millions and millions of tiny, little electrons, some so small that 
numbers of them could sit upon the head of a pin, but each one an 
intelligent, obedient Elemental Being, formed in a definite pattern, 
even having a sweet little face, and emitting a lovely musical tone. 

This beautiful stream of Electronic Light, as It flows into and thru 
the physical form, if not interferred with in any manner whatsoever by 
the consciousness of the lower, outer self would automatically out 
picture perfect health, eternal youth and beauty, limitless abundant 
supply and everything that is GOOD. Unfortunately, because of an 
inadvertent action of Free Will we choose to requalify much of this 
Pure Electronic Light by way of thoughts, feelings, spoken words, 
actions and reactions of a discordant nature, such as criticism, con 
demnation, judgement, anger, hatred, jealousy, resentment, killing etc. 
Thus, we change the vibratory action of the Pure Electronic Light into 
a discordant tone. Therefore, as it flows into the physical body it sets up 
a disintegrating action which will outpicture in ill-health, disease, old 
age and eventual body disintegration. The God Presence reaching the 
point where It is no longer enabled to fulfill Its Divine Plan thru the 

- outer self in the particular embodiment, severs the Silver Cord and the 
individual experiences what is called death. The individual, of course, 
continuing on in the Etheric Body - the physical body, hopefully placed 
in the Fire Element allowing the imprisoned electrons to be released 
and return to the Heart of the Central Sun for re-polarization. 

The Beloved Jesus said, "As ye sow so shall ye reap!" Causes set 
into motion produce effects. The qualification of energy is absolute. 

Much of this Electronic Light which we have discordantly qual 
ified also flows out into our beings and worlds outpicturing in lack, 
limitation, accidents and the many frailities of human living. Sci 
entifically speaking - like attracts like - therefore, as life is likened unto 
a circle, this discordant energy will gather more of its kind and 
eventually return to its creator (the individual). This becomes what is 
known as "karma", forming a pressure upon the lower bodies as it 
gathers about them. 

Now, this karma which is but the pure, perfect Energies of Life we 
have discordantly requalified must be mitigated and redeemed by the 
individual. Prior to the beginning of the Twentieth Century the 
individual's karma had to be mitigated thru suffering and disease etc., 
but with the beginning of this Century the outer knowledge and use of 
the Sacred Violet Transmuting Flame was released to mankind - a very 
mercifulmeans which Life has _£r~vided the individual whereby he O! 
she can set abour to redeem these discordant energies, so that they will 
no longer outpicture in such discomfort. This can be accomplished by 
calling to "The Presence" to blaze and blaze and blaze this Mighty 
Violet Flame ii!_ and thru this Karmic accumul_ation and transmute its 
cause, effect, record and memory. By this means the individual can 
begin to redeem these discordant energies, thus lessening the pressures 
of them and releasing the imprisoned Elementals in the electrons to 
return to the Central Sun, all accomplished thru the exercise of Divine 
Love. 

Every electron emanating from the Heart of the Electronic Body 
not interferred with by a discordant requalification, flowing in and thru 
the physical form will outpicture a portion of the Will and Divine Plan 
of the God Presence in a goodly manner. These energies, after 
completing their journey in the world of form will return and gather in 
the Causal Body of the individual (represented by the circles of color 
around the Electronic Body). Thus, the Causal Body becomes a 
storehouse of GOOD. When the individual turns about, faces himself 
honestly and begins to redeem his karmic accumulation of discordantly 
qualified energies and thru the exercise ~f self-control begins to use the 
Energies of Life in a harmonious manner, then the Presence is in a 
position to begin to release whate;er stored up treasures of energies in 
the Causal Body the individual may require in order that Its Will and 
Plan may begin to manifest in a more efficacious manner thru the outer 
self. 
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After sufficient contemplation of the foregoing one comes to the 
conclusion that all of the GOOD an individual does, whether it be good 
thoughts, feelings, spoken words, action or reactions, is but the Pres 
ence getting thru the outer self and expressing Its Will and Plan 
without any interference by the outer consciousness. Therefore. in the 
greater realization of this, the individual becomes more humble and 
aware that his God Self is the doer of all the GOOD and his lower self 
the doer of all the discord thru the inversion of the Pure Electronic 
Light. 

The White Light emanating from the Electronic Body enfolding 
the physical form, sometimes referred to as the "Mantle of Light" acts 
like a protective garment about the flesh form shielding the individual 
from the pressures of the discordant energies in the atmosphere in 
which he moves. This is a natural emanation of Light about the flesh 
form and before man began to use the Energies of Life inharmoniously, 
it was absolutely positive in its effectiveness, but when man began to 
requalify the pure, perfect energies, setting up a discordant rate of 
vibration, the Mantle of Light became perforated, thus losing much of 
its effectiveness. Now, in order to rebuild that effectiveness in a positive 
manner the individual must call to the Presence at least three times a 
day (morning, noon and night) to enfold himself or herself in that 
Mighty Mantle of Light of invincible protection ( visualizing and 
feeling Its enfolding radiance) and for the Presence to make it so 
powerful that It absolutely repels every human (imperfect) vibratory 
action. The effectiveness of this will become self-evident to anyone who 
will put it into practice. 

Each individual is in reality an eight-fold being, having four 
bodies in the Realms of Light and four bodies in the lower physical 
realm. The four hodies existing in the Realm of Light are - The White 
Fire Body, the first and original body created by the God-Parents in 
Their image and likeness and functioning at Cosmic Levels - The 
Electronic Body - The Causal Body - The Holy Christ Self. The latter 
mentioned body (not shown on the Chart) sometimes referred to as the 
Higher Mental Body functions as our selective, discriminating in 
telligence. It is pure and perfect as is the Electronic Body ( God 
Presence). It knows the purity and perfection of the Electronic Body 
and is aware of the imperfection and impurity which the outer-self has 
drawn about itself but will not accept the imperfection about the 
outer-self into Its being and world. As the God Presence knows 

absolutely nothing of an impure or imperfect thing, the Holy Christ 
Self is provided as an intermediary to relay to The Presence notice of 
the needs and requirements of the outer self and to draw forth from 
The Presence that which It knows the outer self requires in order that it 
may outpicture the Divine Pattern or Plan held within the Heart of that 
Presence. 

The four bodies functioning in the lower physical realm are - the 
Etheric Body - the first body surrounding the physical form. It is our 
seat of memory. All of the energies which we draw forth from The 
Presence are sieved thru the Etheric Body which makes an impression 
of our use of those energies thru experiences. Next, the Mental Body 
thru which the faculty of the thought process functions in the moulding 
of form. Then, the Emotional Body thru which the faculty of feeling 
functions in providing life and motion to form. The Physical Body 
being the vehicle thru which these other bodies express themselves in 
the world of form. 

The lower and smaller figure shown on the Chart represents the 
Spark of Divinity, a name less than a sixteenth of an inch in height m 
the average man and abiding within the airless cell or chamber in the 
heart. As the outer self begins thru application, devotion, adoration and 
prayer to provide an atmosphere of purity and harmony surrounding 
the Spark of Divinity It begins to take on the form of the Holy Christ 
Self within the cell in which It lives (in somewhat the same manner in 
which the physical body takes form in the mother's womb) and It grows 
into a tiny but perfect figure of the Christ Self, sometimes referred to as 
"The Little Golden Man." When thru application and effort the 
individual's atmosphere attains a certain amount of Light the airless 
cell is opened enabling this New Spiritual Being to enter the prepared 
harmonious atmosphere where It soon expands with a Cosmic Onrush 
and gathers into Itself the remaining activities of the outer self. Thus, a 
God Being i~ made manifest and Flame is His Garment. The sizable 
expression of this as noted on the Chart is indicative of that expansion. 

Before the world was, we abided within the Electronic Body in the 
Inner Realms of Light in that great Oneness of Consciousness. In order 
to take up the planetary experience it was necessary that a physical 
body of a lower rate of vibration than the Electronic Body be created in 
order that the Individualized Ego could function on the planet where 
the vibratory rate was much slower than the Inner Realms. 
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The Divine Plan· pertaining to the planetary experience was for 
each individual to spend a certain alloted time on the planet in 
fulfillment thereof and then ascend back into the Electronic Presence. 
Thus, the ultimate goal of the physical experience is to attain the 
Victory of the Ascension and regain that complete Oneness of Con 
sciousness we originally enjoyed. 

When the individual has redeemed his karma and has cleansed 
and purified himself sufficiently, The Presence then begins to step up 
the vibratory action of the Light within the atomic structure of the flesh 
body to the point where the magnetic pull of Earth (gravity) can no 
longer hold it and it begins to rise and becomes absorbed into the 
Electronic Body. This is the process of the Ascension exactly as 
performed by the Beloved Jesus on the apex of Mount Olives before 
five-hundred people two-thousand years ago. 

In the event the individual is unable to raise the physical vehicle at 
the close of the embodiment wherein the Ascension is possible, the 
Ascension can still be accomplished thru the Etheric Envelope after 
discarding the physical vehicle at the time of so-called death. 

One may con_c:lud~ that_man is not_ the '2ody- the be>_dy_!?eiilg I?~t a 
vehicle in and thru which he functions. His eternal identity is a Spark of 
Divinity - a Three-Fold Flame (Pink, Gold and Blue) - the Three-Fold 
Action of Life - Love, Wisdom and Power in perfect balance! 

--- The Great Creator, in His multiple mercy and kindness created 
the electronic pattern of each individual different and distinct so that 
all might enjoy a certain individuality and beauty of form. The 
electrons of each individual differ in their elemental structure like unto 
the snowflakes. Each .pattem and form represents the identity of_ The "I 
AM'' Presence which will manifest through the Holy Christ Self in f ts 
fullness through the outer self as the three become One. (The Holy 
Trinity) 

As you have been often told before, the pattern of the electrons of 
Ascended Master Saint Germain is represented by the Maltese Cross, 
that of the Lord Guatama Buddha is the open Lotus; that of the 
Beloved Regent, Sanat Kumara is the perfect Star of Love and Peace. 
This means that all of the electrons which make up Sanat Kumara' s, 
Saint Germain's, and Lord Cuatama' s bodies are countless myriad 
replicas of the Forms mentioned above through which the Light of God 
always flows in the prismatic colors of the rainbow. 

All the God Energy that They draw from the Body of God, the 
Unformed, once it has come under Their conscious control is im 
mediately stamped with These patterns and wherever It proceeds in 
the Universe (directed by Their thoughts, feelings,. spoken words, and 
actions) these electrons will carry the outline of Their particular 
pattern. 

In like manner, all the God Energy which each chela draws from 
the Unformed, immediately takes on the form of his or her own 
electronic pattern---. 

"You can render a tremendous service by calling to the Ascended 
Masters to direct Their Individualized Flame through the con 
sciousness of every lifestream you meet. In this way you may enrich the 
individual's consciousness with a flash of Cosmic inspiration from the 
Ascended Masters' Heart which will make such an individual continue 
to unfold his spiritual nature in a manner almost unbelievable. The 
changing of a person's consciousness is one of the most difficult and 
ponderous tasks ever attempted, either from the Ascended Master's 
Octave or from below. Each individual consciousness is formed of a set 
of thought and feeling - concepts, beliefs, prejudices, superstitions, 
fears, doubts, and a legion of fallacies built through centuries of 
misconception. When the Light strikes the consciousness with a new 
thought or idea, it sets this whole mass to quivering and stirs the latent 
beliefs into action that tend to repel any intrusion upon their com 
placent state of being, just as the physical body repels and resents being 
awakened from sleep suddenly or forcibly--- 

When Light and Truth are presented to an individual, the 
consciousness is set into motion and the mental and emotional vi 
brations are uncomfortable and for the most part, the consciousness 
would prefer to reject them, and resents being stirred from its rest, 
particularly as the entrance of the new thought for good will seek to 
dislodge many comfortably established fallacies who will not give up 
their abode without struggle. 

To facilitate and carry Truth to Aspirants on the path, you must be 
aware that because an individual is an aspirant does not mean that he is 
an exception to the rule, and far more than the average is but an 
intensification of the mass reaction, because an aspirant is usually a 
strong-minded individual who has determined to walk the path and 
consciously or unconsciously has made his plans for his progress. You 
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